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II Technical Intelligence Bibliography, " 1985. 
Note 
This was prepared as a working paper. Because it is held by the Naval 
Historical Center and the U.S. Army Military History Institute and is 
cataloged in OCLC, it is available to scholars. It is cited in Military 
Intelligence, 1870-1991: A Research Guide by Jonathan House. The 
entry from the House book is included. 
House, Johathan M. Military Intelligence, 1870-1991: A Research 
Guide. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1993. 
General • Strategic Intelligence 33 
U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, 1986). 32 p. 
An excellent annotated list, including translations of 
Soviet publications and U.S. government studies. 
29. Blackstock, Paul W. and Schaf, Frank L., Jr. 
Intelligence, Bspionage, Counterespionage, and Covert 
Operations: A Guide to Infor.ation Sources. Vol. 2 of the 
International Relations Information Guide Series. (Detroit, 
MI: Gale Research Co., 1978) xvi + 255 p. 
As its title implies, this is primarily concerned with 
espionage and covert operations, but it includes useful 
sections on Military Intelligence (Ch. 6), Scientific and 
Technical Intelligence (Ch. 10), and Communications and 
Electronic Intelligence (Ch. 11.) 
30. Bolin, Robert L. -Technical Intelligence Bibliography.-
Athens, Ga: University of Georgia, (1985.) Typescript, 24 p. 
31. Bryant, Melrose M. Deception in Warfare: Selected 
References frC»l the Air University Library Collection. Maxwell 
Air Force Base, Ala: Air University Library, 1986. 114 p. 
32. Cline, Marjorie W. et ale (eds.) Scholar's Guide to 
Intelligence Literature: Bibliography of tbe Russell J. Bowen 
Collection 1n the Joseph lIarle Lau1nger lIe.or1al Library, 
Georgetown University. Frederick, Md: University Publications 
of America, 1983. 236 p. 
Col. Bowen assembled a vast collection on national-level 
intelligence, security, and covert activities. 
33. Cochran, Alexander S. -'Magic,' 'Ultra,' and the Second 
World War: Literature, Sources, and Outlook. - lIil1tary Affairs 
(46:2), April 1982, pp. 88-92. 
This is a superior bibliographic essay on recent 
publications in strategic signals intelligence. 
34. Constantinides, George C. Intelligence and Bspionage: 
An Analytical Bibliography. Boulder, Co: Westview Press, 
1983. 559 p. 
A superbly-annotated bibliography of human intelligence 
and special intelligence, with occasional entries on the other 
aspects of intelligence. Constantinides is an experienced 
intelligence officer whose knowledge of organizations and 
procedures provides a refreshing change from works by outsiders 
who tend to romanticize and aisinterpret intelligence. This is 
an essential research tool for anyone interested in this 
subject. 
35. Cruickshank, Douglas N. (ed.) Foreign Denial II Deception 
(DIrD} : Soviet lIasleirovlea: A Bibliography. U. S. Air Force 
Intelligence publication 500-5. Washington, D.C.: U.S.Air 
Force Intelligence Service, 1986. 114 p. 
This is a bibliography, coded by key words, of 337 Soviet 
articles on the subject, with citations for the translated 
versions of those articles. 
36. Devore, Ronald H. Spies and All !'hat ••• Intelligence 
Agencies and Qperations: A Bibliography. Political Issues 
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1. Military intelligence--Bibliography. 
UB250.B580 1985 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
This is a working bibliography I have prepared to aid in a research project. 
I am distributing a few copies because no comparable bibliography on technical 
intelligence is available. 
Definition 
I defi ne techni ca 1 i nte 11 i gence as the effort to co 11 ect, process, and 
disseminate information about the characteristics of weapons and equipment used by the 
armed forces of other countries. I also include other activities of technical 
intelligence organizations of the armed forces like preparation of sanitary surveys by 
medical intelligence. According to my definition, technical intelligence in the US Army 
began when technical intelligence sections were set up in the offices of the chiefs of 
the technical services just before World War II. Before that there had been some 
collection of technical information but there was little systematic analysis. 
From early in World War II, there were seven technical services of the Army: 
Ordnance, Chemical, Engineer, Medical, Signal, and Transportation. Each technical 
Service has an intelligence branch. In 1962, most of the separate technical 
intelligence branche~were replaced by a centralized organization. The Air Force and 
Navy have had centralized technical intelligence organizations from the beginning. 
I DO NOT CONSIDER THE COLLECTION OF DATA BY TECHNICAL MEANS, LIKE PHOTOGRAPHY, 
TO BE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. Of course, technical intelligence data can be collected 
by technical means. For example, our military attaches take pictures of Soviet 
equipment in each May Day parade. 
Scope 
Because this is working bibliography, I have included a wide variety of items: 
--Manuals, orders, and directives concerning technical intelligence organizations and 
the technical intelligence process. 
S 
--Official publications giving the technical characteristic_of weapons and equipment, 
from Aircraft Recognition Plaxing Cards to detailed catalogs of foreign equipment. (I 
have excluded commercial publlcations like the famous Janes guides.) 
--Books and articles describing technical intelligence organizations, operations, and 
activities or describing military operations in which technical intelligence played an 
important part, like the campaign against the German V-Weapons. 
--References to technical intelligence collection opportunities, such as the capture of 
tremendous amounts of Soviet equipment by Israel in several wars. 
--Manuals and articles which aid in organizing or understanding official publications, 
such as indexes and correspondence manuals. 
Organization 
This bibliography was prepared using the FAMULUS Personal Information System 
developed by the US Forest Service. FAMULUS is a computer software package which allows 
the user to sort, search, and list bibliographic records. Different listings are 
produced by changing the order of the fields in each entry and then sorting the entries. 
The bibliography contains / title HStiA~, ,.i:11 author tistiRg, and ,.a.r:r 
acquisition number listin~, The first page of each listing is on colored paper: 
Li sti ng Color 
Title Green 
Author Yellow 
Acquisition Number Blue 
The Entries 
I have tried to follow the American National Standard for Bibl io ra hic 
References (American National Standards Institute Standard Z39.29-1977 in preparing 
this bibliography. One feature of the standard is the use of notes stating the source 
or location of publications. In some of the entries I have used the following brief 
references in that note field: 
Abbreviated Reference 
NAVTECHMISEU HISTORY 
OKINAWA REPORT 
ORDNANCE TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY 
SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY 
Full Titl e* 
US NAVAL ADMINISTRATION IN WORLD WAR II: CNO 
TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE 
REPORT OF PARTICIPATION IN OKINAWA OPERATION, 
13 FEBRUARY-24 JULY 1945 
HISTORY OF ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE, 
WORLD WAR II 
_HISTORY OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE, SOUTHWEST AND 
~ESTERN PACIFIC AREAS, 1942. 
*See the Title Listing for the full citation. 

TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
1. ACQUISITION, ACCOUNTING, CONTROL AND DISPOSITION OF CAPTUREO ENEMY EQUIPMENT ANO FOREIGN MATERIEL. DEPARTMENT OF THE 
ARMY REGULATIONS. 76/04/27. AR 700-99. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-1, OECEMBER 1979. 
2. ADMIRALTY PROPOSALS FOR FORMATION OF NAVAL TARGET SUB-DIVISION, G2-SHAFE. MEMORANOUM. SCHADE, H.A., COMMODORE, USN, 
CHIEF, NAVTECMISEU. 1945 JANUARY 31. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. ONLY AN EXCERPT IS FOUND IN THE 
HISTORY. NAVTECHMISEU WAS THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION TO EUROPE AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
3. AIR FORCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. KALISH, ROBERT B. AIR UNIVERSITY REVIEW. 22(5):2-11. 1971 JULY/AUGUST. 
4. AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION PLAYING CARDS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS. 79/10. GTA 44-2-6. 
5. ALFREO FRAUENKNECHT AND THE PAPER PLANES. IN: EISENBERG, DENNIS; DAN, URI; LANDAU, ELI. THE MOSSAD: ISREAL'S SECRET 
ITELLIGENCE SERVICE. NEW YORK: NEW AMERICAN LIBRARY; CI978:198-214. ABOUT THE SWISS ENGINEER WHO STOLE THE 
BLUEPRINTS FOR A FRENCH MIRAGE FIGHTER-BOMBER FOR ISRAEL. 
6. THE ALSOS MISSION STRIKES. IN: IRVING, DAVID. THE GERMAN ATOMIC BOMB: THE HISTORY OF NUCLEAR RESEARCH IN NAZI 
GERMANY. NEW YORK: SIMON & SCHUSTER; C1967:CHAPTER TEN. ABOUT THE US WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MISSION (ALSOS) 
TO GERMANY AT THE ENDOF WORLD WAR II. . 
7. THE ALSOS MISSION. PASH, BORIS T. NEW YORK: AWARD BOOKS; C1969. ABOUT THE WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
MISSION TO EUROPE TOWARD THE END OF WORLD WAR II--CODENAMED "ALSOS"--BY THE COLONEL WHO COMMANDED IT. SEE SAMUEL 
GOUDSMIT, ALSOS. 
8. ALSOS MISSION. MEMORANDUM OF CONFERENCE. SCHADE, H.A., CAPTAIN, USN, SENIOR US NAVY MEMBER, ALSOS MISSION. 1944 
OCTOBER 27. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. DESCRIBES A CONFERENCE WITH ADMIRAL STARK, COMMANDER OF US 
NAVAL FORCES IN EUROPE, ANO OTHER SENIOR NAVAL OFFICERS. THE ALSOS MISSION WAS A WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MISSION 
IN EUROPE AT THE ENO OF WORLD WAR II. THE NAVY PARTICIPATED IN THE ALSOS MISSION BEFORE SETTING UP ITS OWN 
MISSION. 
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9. ALSOS. GOUDSMIT, SAMUEL A. NEW YORK: HENRY SCHURMAN; 1947. ABOUT THE WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE MISSION 
TO EUROPE TOWARO THE END OF WORLD WAR II--CODENAMEO "ALSOS"--BY ITS CHIEF SCIENTIST. SEE BORIS PASH, THE ALSOS 
MISSION. 
10. ARMED FORCES MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE. 82/12/09. DOD DIRECTIVE 6420.1. 
REPLACED ARMY REGULATION 10-50, 1975 JUNE 16. THIS DIRECTIVE RECONSTITUTED THE ARMY MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
INFORMATION AGENCY AS A JOINT ARMED FORCES AGENCY. 
11. ARMORED VEHICLE RECOGNITION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS. 77/02. GTA 17-2-8. 
12. ARMY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 1965-. TB 381-6-
LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. A MONTHLY PUBLICATION WITH THE ISSUES NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY FROM 381-6-1. 
13. ARMY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 67/07/05. AR 381- 9. HELD BY: US 
ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. CHANGE 1 IS DATED 18 SEPTEMBER 1968. 
14. ARMY SERVICE FORCES, ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE TEAM, MIDDLE PACIFIC, REPORT OF PARTICIPATION IN [THE) OKINAWA 
OPERATION, 13 FEBRUARY-24 JULY 1945. ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2, UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, MIDDLE PACIFIC. 
[N.D.] HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON. DC. 
15. ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE TEAMS HA AND HB. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. ATP 
55-207. CITED IN FM 55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
16. THE ARMY'S TECHNICAL DETECTIVES. DAVIS, FRANKLIN M., JR. MILITARY REVIEW. 28(2): 12-17. 1948 MAY. ABOUT THE 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
OPERATIONS OF THE FIELD INFORMATION AGENCY, TECHNICAL, (FIAT) IN GERMANY FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II. 
17. THE BATTLE AGAINST THE V-WEAPONS. IN: BABINGTON-SMITH, CONSTANCE. AIRSPY. NEW YORK: BALLANTINE BOOKS; C1957:CHAPTER 
9. AN ACCOUNT OF THE PART PHOTO INTERPRETATION PLAYED BY A PIONEER PHOTO-INTERPRETER. 
18. BRITISH EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUALS. 
310-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. OCTOBER 1977. 
52/07/17. TM 9-1985-1. 
19. THE BRUNEVAL RAID: FLASHPOINT OF THE RADAR WAR. MILLAR. GEORGE. GARDEN CITY. NY: DOUBLEDAY; 1975. 
SUCCESSFUL BRITISH COMMANDO RAID TO CAPTURE GERMAN RADAR EQUIPMENT IN 1942. 
LISTED IN DA PAM 
ABOUT A 
20. CAPTURED EGYPTIAN WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT IN THE SINAI CAMPAIGN. IN: DAYAN, MOSHE. DIARY OF THE SINAI CAMPAIGN. NEW 
YORK: SCHOCKEN BOOKS; 1967:APPENDIX 6. THIS LIST SHOWS THE WIDE VARIETY AND THE LARGE QUANTITIES OF EQUIPMENT 
WHICH CAN BE CAPTURED IN EVEN A SMALL WAR. 
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21. CAPTURED ENEMY MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 45/06/01. WD CIR 160, SEC II. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL 
TNTELLIGENCE HISTORY. 
22. CAPTURED EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 43/12/08. WD CIR 319. SEC II. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY 
INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. PROVIDES FOR USE OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES. 
23. CAPTURED EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 43/12/17. WD CIR 318. SEC I. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY 
INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. EXEMPTS ARMY AIR FORCE INSTALLATIONS FROM WD CIR 319. SEC II. 1943. 
24. CAPTURED JAPANESE EQUIPMENT. OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE. TENTH ARMY. OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, APO 357. 
5. DIRECTIVE 3A. REPRODUCED IN: OKINAWA REPORT. 
1945 MAY 
25. CAPTURED JAPANESE WEAPONS. [LETTER TOJ COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, PACIFIC OCEAN AREA, NAVY 128. C/O FLEET POST OFFICE, SAN 
FRANCISCO. CALIF. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES. PACIFIC OCEAN AREAS, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GE NERAL. APO 958. 
1944 NOVEMBER 21. REPRODUCED IN: OKINAWA REPORT. 
2G. CAPTURED MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 43/12/08. WD CIR 319, SEC III. PRESCRIBES PROCEDURES FOR ACCOUNTING 
FOR CAPTURED MATERIAL. 
27. CAPTURED MATERIEL. [LETTER TOJ A.C. OF S., G-2, TENTH ARMY. JICPOA EEIST. G-2, TENTH ARMY, APO 357. 1945 APRIL 30. 
REPRODUCED IN: OKINAWA REPORT. "JICPOA" STANDS FOR JOINT INTELLIENCE CENTER, PACIFIC OCEAN AREA. "EEIST" IS 
ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIENCE SERVICE TEAM. THIS LETTER IS ABOUT JICPOA TETEAM N. 26 COMMANDED BY COL. P.N. GILLON. 
28. CHEMICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 3-500E. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF 
TEAMS INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM GA. CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2. 23 JUNE 1965. DELETED REFERENCE TO 
TEAM GA. 
29. CHEMICAL SERVICE UNITS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. FM 3- 85. CITED IN FM 30-16, TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE. JUNE 1961. 
30. THE CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE: FROM LABORATORY TO FIELD. BROPHY; LEO P.; MILES, WYNDHAM D.; CDCHRANE, REXMOND C. 
WASHINGTDN. DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; '1959:46-48.112-115. THE UNITED 
STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. THOSE TWO SECTIONS CONCERN INVESTIGATIONS OF CHEMICAL 
WARFARE AND BIOLOGICAL WARFARE WEAPONS DURING WORLD WAR II. 
31. COLLECTION AND SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED ENEMY MATERIEL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES. JICPOA-EEIS 26. 1945 MAY 24. REPRODUCED 
IN: OKINAWA REPORT. REFERS TO NUMEROUS LETTERS ANO ORDERS. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
32. COLLECTION OF TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
ASUBJSCD 55-10. 
OS/21/85 
CITED IN FM 
33. COMBAT EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 58/07/01. TB 381-1. 
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HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. A COMPENDIUM INTENDED TO "PROVIDE ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL 
AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF SIGNIFICANT SINO-SOVIET BLOC WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" AND KEPT CURRENT BY FREQUENT 
CHANGES. PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE TECHNICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, 
INTELLIGENCE. CLASSIFIED INFORMATION WAS PUBLISHED IN A CLASSIFIED SUPPLEMENT (TB 381-1A). THIS BULLETIN SUPPLANTED 
A SERIES OF DA PAMPHLETS ON "FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" (IN THE "30" SERIES) WHICH HAD BEEN USED TO 
DISSEMINATE TECHNIC INTELLIGENCE. THE BULLETIN WAS ITSELF SUPPLANTED, IN 1966, BY A NEW SERIES CALLED THE "FOREIGN 
MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT)". 
34. COMBAT EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. TB 381-1A. MENTIONED 
IN TB 381 WHICH IT IS A CLASSIFIED SUPPLEMENT TO. 
35. COMBAT SCIENTISTS. THEISMEYER, LINCOLN R.; BURCHARD, JOHN E. BOSTON: LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY; 1947. SCIENCE IN 
WORLD WAR II. ABOUT THE WORK OF THE FIELD OFFICE OF THE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (OSRD) TO 
PROVIDE CIVILIAN SCIENTISTS TO HELP UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES IN THE FIELD DURING WORLD WAR II. MANY OF THOSE 
SCIENTISTS PARTICIPATED IN EVALUATION OF FOREIGN WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT. 
36. COMMUNICATIONS IN RIFLE DIVISION USSR. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 52/10/06. TB SIG F- 2-RU. 
LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
37. COMMUNICATIONS IN TANK AND MECHANIZED DIVISIONS--USSR. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 53/09/09. TB SIG 
F- 3-RU. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNCIAl MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
38. COMPARISON OF US AND BRITISH CHEMICAL WARFARE OFFENSIVE EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 44/06/15. WD PAM 3-
1. LISTED IN WD PAM 12-6, LIST AND INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPLY PUBLICATIONS, 1 JANUARY 1945. 
39. CONTROL AND REGISTRATION OF WAR TROPHIES AND WAR TROPHY FIREARMS. 
643-20. CITED IN AR 608-4, 28 AUGUST 1969. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 65/07/16. AR 
40. CONTROL AND REGISTRATION OF WAR TROPHIES AND WAR TROPHY FIREARMS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 69/08/28. AR 
608- 4. HELD BY: PERKINS LIBRARY, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED AR 643-20, 6 JULY 1965. THIS 
REGULATION APPLIES TO AIR FORCE, NAVY, AND MARINE PERSONNEL (AS AFR 125-13, OPNAVINST 3460.7A, AND MCO 5800.6A 
. RESPECTIVELY). 
41. THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS: TROOPS AND EQUIPMENT. COlL, BLANCHE D.; KEITH, JEAN E.; ROSENTHAL, HERBERT H. WASHINGTON, 
DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 1958:439-444. UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD 
WAR II: THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. AN ACCOUNT OF THE ENGINEER RESEARCH OFFICE, AN EXTENSIVE INDEXING AND ANALYSYS 
PROJECT. THE ERO WAS LOCATED IN NEW YORK CITY SO THAT IT COULD MAKE USE OF THE NUMEROUS LIBRARIES THERE. 
42. CORRESPONDENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 48/06/01. TM 12- 253. SUPERSEDED TM 12-253, 1947 MAY 1. 
43. CROSSBOW AND OVERCAST. MCGOVERN, JAMES. NEW YORK: PAPERBACK LIBRARY, INC.; C1964. ABOUT THE INTELLIGENCE EFFORT 
AGAINST GERMAN V-WEAPONS DURING WORLD WAR II AND THE PROGRAM TO ROUND UP GERMAN MISSILE SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS 
AFTER THE WAR. 
44. CROSSBOW [AND] CRDSSBOW--SECOND PHASE. ANGELL, JOSEPH W. IN: CRAVEN, WESLEY FRANK; CATE, JAMES LEA. THE ARMY AIR 
FORCE IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME THREE. CHICAGO, Il: THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS; C1951:CPTS 4 AND 15. ABOUT 
THE ALLIED EFFORT AGAINST THE GERMAN V-WEAPONS. 
45. CROSSBOW. IN: POGUE, FORREST C. THE SUPREME COMMAND. WASHINGTON, DC: DFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY, 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 1954:134-136. UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF ALLIED COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST GERMAN V-WEAPONS. 
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46. DECIMAL FILING: ITS GENERAL BACKGROUND AND AN ACCOUNT OF ITS RISE AND FALL IN THE US WAR DEPARTMENT. DEUTRICH. MABEL 
E. THE AMERICAN ARCHIVIST. 28(2): 199-218. 1965 APRIL. A CASE STUDY IN "AUTOMATION." DESCRIBES THE STRUGGLE TO 
REPLACE MEDIEVAL FILING PROCEDURES WHEN MODERN "VERTICAL" FILES--FILES IN WHICH CORRESPONDENCE IS FILED FLAT--WERE 
INTRODUCED. DECIMAL FILE REFERENCES ARE OFTEN ENCOUNJERED IN ARMY DOCUMENTS FROM THE 1920'S TO THE 1960'S. 
47. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE). DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE. 64/04/27. DOD DIRECTIVE 
5105.28. INCLUDED AS AN APPENDIX TO ARMY REGATION AR 381-9, 5 JULY 1967. SUPERSEDED DOD DIRECTIVE 5105.28. 
DECEMBER 1962, 
48. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS, SR 11-10-50. CITED IN 
ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS. FISCAL YEAR 
1954. 1954 SEPTEMBER:58. 
49. DEPTH CHARGE. AIRCRAFT, 250 LB., MK. VIII (BRITISH). WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 42/06/11. TB ORO 124. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
50. DESCRIPTION AND USE OF CAPTURED ENEMY FIELD WIRE AND CABLE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
E15. LISTED IN FM 21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
51. DESTRUCTION BY SOUVENIR HUNTERS OF VALUABLE INTELLIGENCE DATA. WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. 
386.3 (2 MARCH 1944) OB-S-B-M. CITED IN WD CIRCULAR 13. 1945. 
44/03/10. 
44/06/26, TB SIG 
FILE REFERENCE AG 
52. DICTIONARY OF MILITARY AND ASSOCIATED TERMS. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF PUBLICATION. 79/06/01. JCS PUB. 1. THE 
DEFINITION OF "SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE" APPLYS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND THE INTERAMERICAN 
DEFENSE BOARD. THE DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE APPLYS TO NATO AND CENTO. 
53. DICTIONARY OF UNITED STATESS ARMY TERMS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 53/11/24. SR 320- 5-1. HELD 
BY: PERKINS LIBRARY. DUKE UNIVERSITY. DURHAM. NC. SUPERSEDED SR 320-5-1. 3 AUGUST 1950. CONTAINS DEFINITIONS OF 
SEVERAL TYPES OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE INCLUDING CHEMICAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE. AND 
TRANSPORTATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE IN ADDITION TO BASIC DEFINITIONS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 
54. DIRECTORY OF GERMAN RADAR EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 45/04. TM-E 11- 219. LISTED IN FM 21-6. 
LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
55. DISCONTINUANCE OF THE 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY (PROVISIONAL). UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, 
PACIFIC, APO 500. GENERAL ORDERS. 1945.NOVEMBER 30. GO 369. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. DISCONTINUED THE COMPANY AS A PROVISIONAL UNIT AND TRANSFERED ITS PERSONNEL TO THE NEWLY 
CONSTITUTED COMPANY SET UP BY HQ, US ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC, GO 337. 1945. 
56. DISPOSAL OF EXCESS. SURPLUS, FOREIGN EXCESS, CAPTURED. AND UNWANTED MATERIEL. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 
70/07/24. AR 755- 2. HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON. WASHINGTON. DC. CHAPTER 2 PRESCRIBES 
PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING CAPTURED MATERIEL. 
57. DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT AND DOCUMENTS. CIRCULAR. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST. APO 501. 
1944 SEPTEMBER 23. CIR 83. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED ALL OR PART 
OF 12 CIRCULARS. AMPLIFIES PROVISIONS OF WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR 217, SEC VIII, 1944. 
58. DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT. CIRCULAR. UNITED STARES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST. APO 501. 1943 MAY 27. 
CIR 31. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FILE REFERENCE FEGD 386.3. 
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59. DOCUMENT EXAMINATION (UNIT TRAINING). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. ASUBJSCD 30-19. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
60. DR. ARTHUR TURNER, ARMY MEDICAL AIDE [OBITUARY]. WASHINGTON POST. 1976 MARCH 4:D6(COL. 2). DR. TURNER WAS A SENIOR 
OFFICIAL IN THE ARMY MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM FOR MORE THAN 20 YEARS. 
61. EAST GERMAN UHF RADIO SET RVG 903-B. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 54/01/18. TB SIG F-400-EG. 
LISTED IN CHANGE 1 TO SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 1 JUNE 1954. 
62. AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO ECONOMIC INTELLIGENCE IN WORLD WAR II. RUGGLES, RICHARD; BRODIE, HENRY. JOURNAL OF THE 
AMERICAN STATISTICAL ASSOCIATION. 42:72-91. 1947. ABOUT THE USE OF MARKINGS AND SERIAL NUMBERS ON CAPTURED 
EQUIPMENT TO DETERMINE PRODUCTION FIGURES. 
63. ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] CHIEFS OF SUPPLY SERVICES, APO [887] AND APO 871. EUROPEAN 
6 
THEATER OF OPERATIONS, UNITED STATES ARMY, APO 887. 1944 APRIL 22. FILE REFERENCE AG 322 OPGB. REPRODUCED IN: 
ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. IMPLEMENTS A LETTER FROM THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICES FORCES, 
ON THE SAME SUBJECT, DATED 1944 MARCH 14. 
64. ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA. ARMY SERVICE 
FORCES, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, WASHINGTON, DC. 1944 MARCH 14. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. THIS LETTER WAS SENT TO THEATER COMMANDERS AROUND THE WORLD. APPENDIX A IS A RECOMMENDED 
ORGANIZATION TABLE AND APPENDIX B IS A RECOMMENDED TABLE OF EQUIPMENT FOR ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE 
TEAMS. 
65. ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERAL, US FORCES IN EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS. 
ARMY SERVICE FORCES, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, WASHINGTON, DC. 1944 MARCH 14. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTDRY. THIS LETTER WAS SENT TO THEATER COMMANDERS AROUND THE WORLD. 
66. ENEMY FORCES: ORGANIZATION, TECHNICAL, AND LOGISTICAL DATA. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. 42/10/01. FM-E 101-10. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. HAD TWO CHANGES. 
67. ENEMY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN EUROPE. COMNAVEU CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM. UNITED STATES FLEET, HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
COMMANDER TWELFTH FLEET, FPO, NEW YORK. 1944 NOVEMBER 1. COMNAVEU CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM NO.4. REPRODUCED 
IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. CANCELS COMNAVEU MEMORANDUM NO. 32, 1944 JUNE 14. 
68. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS 
AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1957. 1958 MAY:20-21. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
69. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS 
AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1958. 1958 DECEMBER:26-30. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
70. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS 
AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1959. 1960 OCTOBER: 16-22. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
71. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS 
AND PROBLEMS ... 1 JULY 1959 TO 30 JUNE 1960. 1961 APRIL:61-68. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). HELD BY: 
HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
72. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 59/05/12. FM 5-30. CITED IN FM 5-30, 1967. 
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73. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 67/09/22. FM 5-30. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. MODIFIED BY CHANGE 1, 1971 OCTOBER 1. SUPERSEDED FM 5-30, 1959 MAY 26. 
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74. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND 
PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1956. 1957 MARCH: 13-14. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, 
US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
75. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND 
PROBLEMS, FISCAL YEAR 1955. 1956 OCTOBER: 16-21. HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT 
BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
76. ENGINEER SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 5-500C. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAM IG, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION, AND TEAM IH, TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH. CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, 23 JUNE 1965, OELETED REFERENCES TO TEAMS IG AND IH. 
77. ENGINEER TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE: A REVIEW. IN: ENGINEERS OF THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC. 1941-1945. VOLUME III. ENGINEER 
INTELLIGENCE. TOKYO: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, ARMY FORCES PACIFIC; 1948:218-222. 
BASED ON: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. 
78. ESTABLISHMENT OF FIELD INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. TECHNICAL, (FIAT) OF G-2. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS. AEF. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, 
ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, FORWARD HEADQUARTERS. 1945 MAY 31. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. AN 
UNNUMBERED GENERAL ORDER. THE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS DURING THE 
ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
79. ESTABLISHMENT OF NAVAL-TARGET SUBDIVISION [IN THE G-2 DIVISION]. G-2 MEMORANDUM. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS. ALLIED 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2, MAIN HEADQUARTERS. 1945 MARCH 22. G2 
MEMORANDUM 29. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S 
HEADQUARTERS DURING THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
80. ESTABLISHMENT OF TECHNICAL SERVICES SECTION OF THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. COMNAVEU SECRET MEMORANDUM. UNITED STATES 
FLEET, HEADQUARTERS OF THE COMMANDER TWELFTH FLEET, FPO, NEW YORK. 1945 JANUARY 22. SECRET MEMORANDUM NO.2. 
REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. SETS UP A SECTION TO ACT AS LIAISON BETWEEN THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN 
EUROPE AND THE ALLIED COMMAND THERE. 
81. ESTABLISHMENT OF 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANY. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES. PACIFIC, APO 500. GENERAL ORDERS. 
1945 NOVEMBER 20. GO 337. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RECONSTITUTED THE COMPANY 
AS PART OF SPECIAL TROOPS, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC (ADVANCE). APO 500. 
82. EVACUATION OF CAPTURED ENEMY MATERIEL. [LETTER TO] ISLAND COMMANDER, APO 331. TENTH ARMY. OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING 
GENERAL, APO 357. 1945 [MAY, JUNE, OR JULY]. REPRODUCED IN: OKINAWA REPORT. 
83. THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE. SCHAF, FRANK L., JR. CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA: US ARMY WAR COLLEGE; 
1965. THESIS. CHAPTER 4 CONTAINS A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF THE HISTORY OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE UNITED 
STATES ARMED FORCES. 
84. EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL, REPATRIATES, CIVILIANS, DOCUMENTS AND MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. 
45/06/11. FM 30-15. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED FM 30-15, 
1943 DECEMBER 7, WITH CHANGE 1, 1944 JULY 15. 
85. EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL, REPATRIATES, DOCUMENTS, AND MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. 40/07/22. FM 
30-15. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED BASIC FIELD MANUAL VOL. 
X, PT. 3, 21 FEBRUARY 1939. MODIFIED BY WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR 81, 6 NOVEMBER 1942. 
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86. EXAMINATION OF PERSONNEL ANO DOCUMENTS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 51/09/21. FM 30-15. HELD BY: LOVE 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDEO FM 30-15, 1945 JUNE 11. "FM 30-16, WHEN PUBLISHED, WILL 
SET FORTH DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING ENEMY MATERIEL" (FROM THE FORWARD). THE "REFERENCES" LISTS FM 30-16 WITH 
THE TITLE "EXAMINATION OF MATERIEL." 
87. EXTRACTS OF NONDIVISIONAL TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 77/07/15. FM 
101- 10-2. HELD BY: MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. SUPERSEDED FM 101-10-2, 15 
JULY 1975. GIVES BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF UNITS INCLUDING TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANIES AND 
DETACHMENTS. 
88. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 65/01/19. FM 101- 10-2. 
HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. MODIFIED CHANGE 1, 23 JUNE 1965. SUPERSEDED 
FM 101-10, PART II, 14 DECEMBER 1961. THIS "STAFF OFFICERS' MANUAL" GIVES BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF TEAMS AUTHORIZED BY TOE'S INCLUDING MANY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS. 
89. FIELD ARTILLERY INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 48/06/03. FM 6-130. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3, 
INDEX TO TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
90. FOREIGN FIRING TABLES FOR SOVIET GUN, SELF-PROPELLED, 122MM, MODEL 1944, A-19S; GUN, SELF-PROPELLED, 122MM, MODEL 1943, 
D-25S; [AND] GUN, TANK, 122MM,MODEL 0-25, FIRING ARMOR PIERCING PROJECTILE BR-471; HIGH EXPLOSIVE FRAGMENTATION 
PROJECTILE, OF-471; [OR] HIGH EXPLOSIVE FRAGMENTATION PROJECTILE, OF-471H. ORDNANCE INTELLIGENCE, ORDNANCE CORPS. 
FOREIGN FIRING TABLES. 51/04. FT-F-122-2. THIS IS A TRANSLATION OF SOVIET FIRING TABLE 144T DATED 1944. 
91. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 1, CONVENTIONAL ORDNANCE MATERIEL. 
65/01/29. TB 381-5- 1. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
92. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 1, INFANTRY WEAPONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 76/04/27. 
TB 381-5-01. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
93. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 2, ARTILLERY AND FIRE CONTROL EQUI PMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN. 76/05/01. TB 381-5-02. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
94. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 3, ARMORED COMBAT VEHICLES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
76/06/08. TB 381-5-03. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
95. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FDMCAT), VOL. 4, AMMUNITION. 
381-5-04. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 76/06/29. TB 
96. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 5, EXPLOSIVES, PYROTECHNICS, AND MOLITION MATERIALS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 76/03/10. TB 381-5-05. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
97. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 6, FUZES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
381-5-06. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
75/04/07. TB 
98. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 7A, CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT, EURASIAN COMMUNIST 
COUNTRIES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 77/03/29. TB 381-5-07A. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, 
OCTOBER 1977. 
99. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 7B, CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT, FREE WORLD. DEPARTMENT 
OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 77/03/29. TB 381-5-07B. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
100. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 8, COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. 
76/07/20. TB 381-5-08. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
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101. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 9, RADAR. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
381-5-09. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
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76/08/10. TB 
102. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 10, ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN. 76/08/31. TB 381-5-10. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
103. FOREIGN MATERIEL 
75/08/26. 
CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 11, AERIAL DELIVERY EQUIPMENT... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
TB 381-5-1'. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
104. FOREIGN MATERIEL 
76/09/21. 
CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 12, GAP CROSSING EQUIPMENT... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
TB 381-5-12. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
105. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 13, GENERAL ENGINEER EQUIPMENT ... 
TB 381-5-13. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
75/09/16. 
106. FOREIGN MATERIEL 
76/10/13. 
CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 14, CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT ... 
TB 381-5-14. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
107. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 15, POWER GENERATING EQUIPMENT ... 
TB 381-5-15. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
75/10/01. 
108. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG lFOMCAT), VOL. 16, ENGINES ... 
381-5-16. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 76/11/02. 
109. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 17, GENERAL EQUIPMENT... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
75/11/11. TB 381-5-17. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
TB 
110. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 18, CLOTHING AND INDIVIDUAL LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 77/03/08. TB 381-5-18. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
111. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 19, MATERIALS HANDLING... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
75/11/25. TB 381-5-19. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
112. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 20, MILITARY SUBSISTENCE... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
76/11/23. TB 381-5-20. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
113. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT). VOL. 21, POL HANDLINGEQUPMENT... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
75/12/16. TB 381-5-21. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. "POL" IS SHORT FOR "PETROLEUM. OIL, AND 
LUBRICANTS." 
114. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22A, SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, EURASIAN COMMUNIST COUNTRIES ... 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 75/02/01. TB 381-5-22A. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
115. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22B. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, FREE WORLD ... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 75/02/01. TB 381-5-22B. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
116. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22C, SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, SPECIAL PURPOSE ... DEPARTMENT OF THE 
ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 75/02/01. TB 381-5-22C. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
117. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 23, SECRET SUPPLEMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 77/02/01. 
TB 381-5-23. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
118. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 24, ARMY-TYPE AIRCRAFT ... FOREIGN. DEPARTMENT. OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
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77/01/18. TB 381-5-24. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
119. FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT, VOL. V, ENGINEER EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 51/10/01. DA 
PAM 30- 5-4. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
120. FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT, VOL. VI, SIGNAL EQUIPMENT (SECTION I, USSR). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
DA PAM 30- 11-1. CITED IN FM 11-30, 1956. 
121. FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT, [VOL. VI,] SIGNAL EQUIPMENT. (SECTION II, SOVIET SATELLITES). DEPARTMENT OF 
THE ARMY PAMPHLET. DA PAM 30- 11-2. CITED IN FM 11-30, 1956. 
122. FTD 1917-1967. WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OH: FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION OF THE AIR FORCE SYSTTEMS COMMAND; [N.D.]. A 
BROCHURE DESCRIBING THE DIVISION AND OUTLINING ITS HISTORY. 
123. FUNCTIONS OF ORDNANCE INTELLIGENCE AND USE OF ITS FACILITIES. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF 
ORDNANCE. 1942 OCTOBER 12. ORDER 344. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. THE ORDNANCE 
DEPARTMENT WAS ONE OF THE TECHNICAL SERVICES OF THE US ARMY. 
124. GATHERING ENEMY SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION IN WARTIME: THE OSS AND THE PERIODICAL REPRODUCTION PROGRAM. RICHARDS, PAMELA 
SPENCE. JOURNAL OF LIBRARY HISTORY. 16(2):253-264. 1981 SPRING. 
125. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN DISEASES. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 44/06/13. WD PAM 8- 6. HELD BY: 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. A COLLECTION OF WORLD MAPS PREPARED BY THE MEDICAL 
INTELLIGENCE BRANCH OF TTHE OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL. SUPERSDED WD PAM 8-6, 25 OCTOBER 1943. 
126. GERMAN 7.9-MM, DUAL PURPOSE MACHINE GUN, MG34. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 43/04/13. TM-E 9- 206A. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
127. GERMAN 88-MM ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
21-6, LIST AND INDEX OF WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
43/06/29. TM-E 9- 369A. LISTED IN FM 
128. GERMAN AVIATION MEDICINE, WORLD WAR II, VOLUME I. WASHINGTON, DC: DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE; [1950]:PREFACE. A 
BRIEF ACCOUNT OF AN AIR FORCE MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE PROJECT, CALLED THE AERO MEDICAL CENTER, IN OCCUPIED GERMANY. 
129. GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (BOMBS, FUZES, ROCKETS, LAND MINES, GRENADES AND IGNITERS). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
TECHNICAL MANUAL. 53/03/16. TM 9-1985-2. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 
1954. 
130. GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (PROJECTILES AND PROJECTILE FUZES). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 53/03/16. 
TM 9-1985-3. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
131. GERMAN FIELD TELEPHONE MODEL 33. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/02. TB SIG E24. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
132. GERMAN MINE WARFARE EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
310-20-4, INDEX TO TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
52/03/12. TM 5- 223C. LISTED IN SR 
133. GERMAN OFFICE CONNECTION MODEL 33. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/03. TB SIG E27. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
134. GERMAN RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 44/06. TM-E 11- 227. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
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135. GERMAN RADIO RECEIVER KW. E.A. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/06/05. TB SIG E14. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
136. GERMAN RADIO RECIEVER, SPEZ 445B BS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/02/25. TB SIG E 4. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
137. GERMAN RADIO SET FUSPRECH. A. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/03/17. TB SIG E 7. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
138. GERMAN RADIO SET SE 469 A. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/25. TB SIG E13. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
139. GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. E. B. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/02/10. TB SIG E 3. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
140. GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. FU. 02·. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/01/28. TB SIG E 2. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
141. GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. FU. G. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/08/12. TB SIG E16. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
142. GERMAN RADIO SETS FELDFU. B. AND FELDFU. C. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/15. TB SIG E12. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
143. GERMAN RADIO SETS TORN. FU. Bl . AND F. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/01/15. TB SIG E 1. LISTED IN FM 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
144. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 30 W.S./24B-120. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/02/24. TB SIG E25. LISTED IN FM 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
145. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 30 W.S.A. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/10. TB SIG Ell. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
146. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 80 W.S.A. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/04/15. TB SIG E10. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
147. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 100 W.S. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/04/10. TB SIG E 9. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
148. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTERS 10 W.S.C. AND 10 W.S.H. AND GERMAN RADIO RECIEVERS UKW. E. E. AND UKW. E. H. WAR DEPARTMENT 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/03/08. TB SIG E 5. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 
1945. 
149. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTERS 20 W.S.C. AND 20 W.S.D. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/03/29. TB SIG E 8. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
150. GERMAN SMALL SWITCHBOARD FOR 10 LINES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/04. TB SIG E29. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
151. GERMAN VOLKSWAGEN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 44/06/06. TM-E 9- 803. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
152. GERMAN 105-MM HOWITZER MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 44/06/15. TM-E 9- 325A. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
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153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
GERMAN, ITALIAN, AND JAPANESE MATERIEL; PRELIMINARY FUEL AND LUBRICANT INSTRUCTIONS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN. 44/08/21. TB ORD E 2. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
GLOBAL EPIDEMIOLOGY ... VOLUME 1 ... INDIA AND THE FAR EAST ... THE PACIFIC AREA. SIMMONS, JAMES STEVENS; WHAYNE, TOM F.; 
ANDERSON, GAYLORD W.; HORACK, HAROLD MACLACHLAN. PHILADELPHIA, PA: J.B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY; C1944. BASED ON 
SURVEYS PREPARED BY THE MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL OF THE US ARMY. THE 
INTRODUCTORY SECTIONS EXPLAIN HOW THE SURVEYS WERE CONDUCTED AND WHAT RESOURCES WERE USED IN PREPARING THEM. 
GLOBAL EPIDEMIOLOGY ... VOLUME 2, AFRICA AND ADJACENT ISLANDS. SIMMONS, JAMES STEVENS; WHAYNE, TOM F.; ANDERSON, GAYLORD 
W.; HORACK, HAROLD MACLACHLAN; THOMAS, RUTH ALIDA. PHILADELPHIA, PA: J.B. LIPPINCOTT COMPANY; C1951. BUILT ON 
SURVEYS PREPARED BY THE MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL, US ARMY. MISS THOMAS 
CONDUCTED EXTENSIVE RESEARCH TO BRING THE STUDIES UP-TO-DATE. 
GLOBAL EPIDEMIOLOGY ... VOLUME 3, THE NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST. SIMMONS, JAMES STEVENS; WHAYNE, TOM F.; ANDERSON, GAYLORD 
W.; HORACK, HAROLD MACLACHLAN; THOMAS, RUTH ALIDA. PHILADELPHIA, PA: J.B. LIPPIrNOtT COMPANY; C1954. AVAILABLE 
FROM: HUMAN RELATIONS AREA FILES, NEW HAVEN, CT: M1-63. BUILT ON. SURVEYS PREPARED Y THE MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE 
DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL, US ARMY. MISS THOMAS CONDUCTED EXTENSIV RESEARCH TO BRING THE STUDIES 
UP-TO-DATE. 
GREEN BEACH. LEASOR, JAMES. NEW YORK: DELL BODKS; C1975. A NOVELISTIC ACCOUNT 0Z THE ATTEMPT TO CAPTURE A GERMAN 
RADAR INSTALLATION DURING THE DIEPPE RAID B~ BRITISH AND CANADIAN FORCES. 
GUARDING AGAINST TECHNOLOGICAL SURPRISE. HEILMEIER, GEORGE H. AIR UNIVERSITY REV EW. 27(6):2-7. 1976 
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER. 
159. A GUIDE TO THE COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE (PART1). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY BOOKLET. 55/07. CITED IN DA 
PAM 30-26, 11 AUGUST 1953. 
160. A GUIDE TO THE COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 58/08/11. DA PAM 30- 26. 
HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. "THIS PAMPHLET IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST OBSERVERS .. 
IN PREPARING REPORTS . . . CONCERNING WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT . . . THE ACCOMPANYING SERIES OF ILLUSTRATIONS GIVES 
THE PROPER NOMENCLATURE OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FEATURES IN THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF EQUIPMENT. "--THE FORWARO. 
SUPERSEDED DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY BOOKLET, "A GUIDE TO THE COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE (PART I)," JULY 
1950. RESCINDED BY DA CIRCULAR 310-31, APRIL 1965. 
161. GUIDE TO UNITED STATES NAVAL ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORIES OF WORLD WAR II. HEIMDAHL, WILLIAM C; MAROLDA, EDWARD J., 
COMPILERS. WASHINGTON, DC: US NAVAL HISTORY DIVISION, NAVAL HISTORY CENTER; 1976. AVAILABLE FROM: WASHINGTON, 
DC: NAVAL HISTORY DIVISION, NAVAL HISTORY CENTER. LISTED IN NAVAL HISTORICAL PUBLICATIONS IN PRINT. WASHINGTON, 
DC: NAVAL HISTORY DIVISION OF THE NAVAL HISTORY CENTER; 1979: PAGE 9. "A DESCRIPTION OF 173 UNPUBLISHED 
HISTORIES HELD IN THE NAVY DEPARTMENT LIBRARY ... " 
162. HANDBOOK OF BRITISH ARMY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 42/09/30. TM 30- 410. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND 
INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS, 10 APRIL 1948. 
163. HANDBOOK OF GERMAN MILITARY FORCES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 45/03/15. TM-E 30- 451. REPRINTED BY; THE 
MILITARY PRESS, GAITHERSBURG, MO, IN 1970. CONTAINS MORE THAN 200 PAGES OF INFORMATION ON WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT, AND 
FORTIFICATIONS. ALSO DISCUSSES THE ORGANIZATION OF GERMAN FORCES. 
164. HANDBOOK OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST ARMY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
52/09/30. DA PAM 30- 51. LISTED IN SR 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
165. HANDBOOK ON ITALIAN MILITARY FORCES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
43/08/03. 
, 
TM-E 30- 420. 
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LISTED IN SR 
166. HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 44/10/01. TM-E 30- 480. REPRINTED BY: THE 
MILITARY PRESS, GAITHERSBURG, MD, IN 1970. CONTAINS MORE THAN 300 PAGES OF INFORMATION ON WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT, AND 
FORTIFICATIONS. ALSO DISCUSSES THE ORGANIZATION OF JAPANESE FORCES. SUPERSEDED TM 30-480, 1942 SEPTEMBER 21. 
167. HANDBOOK ON THE SOVIET AND SATELLITE ARMIES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 53/03/15. DA PAM 30- 50-1. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
168. HANDBOOK ON USSR MILITARY FORCES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 45/11/05. TM 30- 430. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST 
AND INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS, 10 APRIL 1948. UPDATED BY CHAPTERS IV AND V, 15 MARCH 1946; 
CHAPTER II, 15 MAY 1946; AND CHAPTER XII, 15 OCTOBER 1946. 
169. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR AFRICAN AND ASIATIC COUNTRIES ALONG THE SOUTHERN AND EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN SEA, RED SEA, AND 
PERSIAN GULF. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 43/04/20. WD PAM 8- 3. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
170. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR CENTRAL AND SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WEST COAST OF AFRICA. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 43/04/02. 
WD PAM 8- 1. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
171. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN AREA. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 
8- 2. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
43/04/02. WD PAM 
172. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR FAR EAST (SOUTHERN ASIA, EASTERN ASIA, AND NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES). WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. 
43/04/21. WD PAM 8- 4. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
173. HISTORY OF ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE, WORLD WAR II. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BRANCH. 1946. 
3 PARTS. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. CONTAINS DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS OF 
THE HEADQUARTERS ORGANIZATION OF ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE AND OF OPERATIONS IN VARIOUS THEATERS OF 
OPERATIONS . 
174. HISTORY OF TECHNICAL INTELl.IGENCE, SOUTHWEST AND WESTERN PACIFIC AREAS, 1942-1945. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC, 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SECTION, GENERAL STAFF. TOKYO: US ARMY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER; 1945. 2 VOLUMES. 
HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. 
175. A HISTORY OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE MISSION (ALSOS), 1943-1945. MAHONEY, LEO JAMES. KENT, OH: 
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY; 1981. AVAILABLE FROM: UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, ANN ARBOR, MI; PUBLICATION NO. 8202163. 
DISSERTATION. 
176. HITLER'S EXPERTS WORK FOR US. BYRD, HARRY F. THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE. 1945(3):24-25,136-138. THE AUTHOR WAS A US 
SENATOR FROM VIRGINIA. 
177. HITLER'S SECRET WEAPON. IN: CHURCHILL, WINSTON S. THE SECOND WORLD WAR, VOLUME 5: CLOSING THE RING. BOSTON: HOUGHTON 
MIFFLIN COMPANY; 1951:226-240. AN ACCOUNT OF ALLIED COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST THE GERMAN V-WEAPONS. 
178. HITLER'S· SPIES: GERMAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN WORLD WAR II. KAHN, DAVID. NEW YORK: MACMILLAN PUBLISHING CO., INC.; 
1978:378. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION (LESS THAN A PAGE) OF GERMAN USE OF ANALYSIS OF SERIAL NUMBERS ON CAPTURED 
EQUIPMENT TO CALCULATE PRODUCTION FIGURES. 
179. WAS AN AMERICAN SPY. MASHBIR, SIDNEY FORRESTER. NEW YORK: VANTAGE PRESS, INC.; 1953:CHAPTER 12. VANTAGE PRESS IS 
A "VANITY· PUBLISHER--IT PUBLISHES AT THE AUTHOR'S EXPENSE. COL. MASHBIR, WHO LATER HEADED GENERAL MACARTHUR'S 
TRANSLATION SECTION, SERVED AS AN INTELLIGENCE OFFICER IN THE SIGNAL CORPS HEADQUARTERS AT THE BEGINNING OF WORLD 
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WAR II. HE CLAIMS TO HAVE FORMULATED THE NOTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION TEAMS--WHICH WERE LATER KNOWN 
AS "ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE TEAMS"--ANO TO HAVE WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS FOR THEM WHICH WERE INCORPORATED INTO 
ARMY FIELD MANUAL FM 11-35 AS CHAPTER 4 (P. 211). HE ALSO SET UP THE FIRST MUSEUM OF CAPTURED ENEMY SIGNAL 
EQUIPMENT (P. 211). 
180. IDENTIFICATION GUIDE, WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES (ENGINEER EQUIPMENT), FIFTH EDITION, PART TWO. UNITED STATES ARMY, EUROPE, 
AND SEVENTH ARMY, APO NEW YORK 09403. PAMPHLET. 70/02/27. USAREUR PAM 30-60-8. SUPERSEDED USAREUR PAM 
30-60-8, PART TWO, 1965 AUGUST 31. 
181. IDENTIFICATION HANDBOOK, SOVIET AND SATELLITE ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT, SIXTH REVISED EDITION, PART TWO. UNITEO STATES ARMY, 
EUROPE, APO NEW YORK 90403. PAMPHLET. 66/06/30. USAREUR PAM 30-60-1. THIS EDITION REPLACES THE FIFTH 
EDITION OF MARCH 1963. 
182. IDENTIFICATION OF JAPANESE SHELLS AND SHELL FRAGMENTS; LOCATION OF ENEMY BATERIES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
45/05/14. TM-E 9-1901. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS, 10 APRIL 
1948. 
183. INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 79/12. DA PAM 310- 1. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 
310-1, 15 MAY 1979. 
184. INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. 45/06. SR 310-20-5. HELD BY: 
PERKINS LIBRARY, OUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED SR 310-20-5, 1 JANUARY 1954. 
185. INDEX OF DOCTRINAL, TRAINING, AND ORGANIZATIONAL PUBLICATIONS. 
3. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 310-3, 1 SEPTEMBER 1978. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 80/01. DA PAM 310-
186. INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS... DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 54/02/08. SR 310-20-4. HELD BY: THE 
PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. SUPERSEDEO SR 310-20-4, 17 APRIL 1953. THIS REGULATION WAS 
MODIFIED BY FOUR CHANGES. 
187. INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. 
310-4, 29 NOVEMBER 1974. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 77/10. DA PAM 310- 4. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 
188. INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 53/08/85. SR 310-20-3. HELD BY: THE 
PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. SUPERSEDED SR 310-20-3, 30 JANUARY 1953. THIS REGULATION WAS 
MODIFIED BY FOOUR CHANGES. 
189. INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
ASUBJSCD 30-55. CITED IN FM 
190. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL WARFARE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. DA 
PAM 30-105. CITED IN FM 55-8, 1961. 
191. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE FOR JOINT USAGE: INFRARED. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. DA PAM 30-103. CITED IN 
FM55-8,1961. 
192. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: IDENTIFICATION OF SMO. 
55-8, 1961. 
193. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: TELECOMMUNICATIONS. 
55-8, 1961. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
DA PAM 30-102. CITED IN FM 
DA PAM 30-100. CITED IN FM 
194. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: TRANSPORTATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. DA PAM 30-104. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
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1961. 
195. INTELLIGENCE INTERROGATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 78/09/29. FM 30-15. MODIFIED BY CHANGE 1, 1982 
AUGUST 6. SUPERSEDED FM 30-15, 1973 JUNE 1. 
196. INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS. 
SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 
REPORT. 
IN: SIGNAL CORPS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS. FY 1955:16-17. REPORTS CONTROL 
HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. A BRIEF 
197. THE INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM, THE INTELLIGENCE WORKLOAD [AND] THE MAPPING PROGRAM. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS, FISCAL YEAR 1954. 1954 SEPTEMBER:57-69. 
HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
198. INTELLIGENCE SECTIONS IN THE OFFICE OF THE CHIE~S OF ARMS AND SERVICES. WAR OEPARTMENT LETTER. 40/06/06. FILE 
REFERENCE AG 321. 19MID. CITED IN GREEN, CONSTANCE MCLAUGHLIN, AND OTHERS. THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT: PLANNING 
MUNITIONS FOR WAR. WASHINGTON, DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY; 1955 ON PAGE 215. THIS IS A LETTER TO 
THE CHIEFS OF ALL ARMS AND SERVICES. THE LETTER SET UP A DECENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM WITH INTELLIGENCE 
SECTIONS IN THE OFFICES OF THE HEADS OF THE VARIOUS WAR DEPARTMENT BUREAUS. 
199. INTELLIGENCE. LUNG, HOANG NGOC. WASHINGTON, DC: US ARMY CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY; 1982:105-108. INDOCHINA 
MONOGRAPHS. COL. LUNG, WHO WAS A SENIOR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER IN THE ARMY OF SOUTH VIETNAM, DESCRIBES THE 
OPERATIONS OF THE COMBINED MATERIEL EXPLOITATION CENTER--A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION IN VIETNAM. 
200. INTELLIGENCE. IN: FINAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS, VOLUME 1. PARIS: HERVES ET 
FILS; 1945:90-91. HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
201. INTELLIGENCE. IN: HISTORICAL OFFICE, UNITED STATES ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED 
STATES ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1955. 1956 DECEMBER 1:1906-115. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 
HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, ~C. 
202. INTELLIGENCE. IN: US ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS HISTORICAL OFFICE. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED STATES ARMY 
CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1957. 1957 AUGUST:84-87. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: CENTER OF 
MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
203. INTELLIGENCE. IN: US ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS HISTORICAL OFFICE. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED STATES 
CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1958. 1959 MARCH:82-85. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: CENTER OF 
MILITARY HISTORY, OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
204. INTELLIGENCE, SECURITY AND SAFETY. IN: SNODGRASS, RAYMOND J. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS OF THE ORDNANCE 
CORPS, JULY 1953-JUNE 1954. 1954 OCTOBER: 126-128. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY 
HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. THE AUTHOR WORKED FOR THE HISTORICAL BRANCH, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 
OF ORDNANCE. 
205. ITALIAN AND FRENCH EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 53/03/16. TM 9-1985-6. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
206. JAPANESE AIRCRAFT SHELTERS. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL 
OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 44/05. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 33. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
207. JAPANESE AIRCRAFT. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, 
NAVY DEPARTMENT. 45/03. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 5. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF 
NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. THE TITLE PAGE SHOWS THE ORIGINATOR AS: THE UNITED STATES NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE 
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CENTER, NAVY YARD, WASHINGTON 25, DC. 
208. JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (ARMY AMMUNITION, NAVY AMMUNITION). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 53/03/16. 
TM 9-1985-5. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
209. JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (BOMBS, BOMB FUZED, LAND MINES, GRENADES, FIRING DEVICES, AND SABOTAGE DEVICES). 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 53/03/16. TM 9-1985-4. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL 
MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
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210. JAPANESE GUNS, ANTI-AIRCRAFT & COASTAL DEFENSE. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE 
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 45/02. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 3. HELD BY: LOVE 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
211. JAPANESE GUNS, ANTI-AIRCRAFT & COASTAL DEFENSE. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE 
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 45/09. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 3, SUPPLEMENT TO. 
HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
212. JAPANESE LANDING CRAFT. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL 
OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 44/10. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 41. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
213. JAPANESE MILITARY BUILDINGS. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL 
OPERATIONS, NAVY OEPARTMENT. 45/01. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 2. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
214. JAPANESE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE TARGETS. SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS, APO 500. GENERAL ORDERS. 1945 
OCTOBER 2. GO 9. REPROOUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A PLAN FOR EXPLOITATION OF 
INTELLIGENCE TARGETS IN JAPAN AND KOREA. 
215. JAPANESE RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
21-6, LIST ANO INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
44/12. TM-E 11- 227A. LISTED IN FM 
216. JAPANESE RAOIO SET, MOBILE WIRELESS SET C, MARK 1, MARK 305 TYPE TRANSMITTER. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
45/01. TB SIG E21. LISTEO IN FM 21-6, A WAR OEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
217. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, GROUND-AIR MARK 2 WIRELESS SET (TYPE2). WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/02/24. 
TB SIG E26. LISTEO IN FM 21-6, A WAR DE~ARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INOEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
218. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 2B, WIRELESS SET. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/02/10. TB SIG E23. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
219. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 5, WIRELESS SET, MARK 32 TYPE TRANSMITTER, MARK 32 TYPE RECEIVER. WAR DEPARTMENT 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/12/06. TB SIG E19. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 
1945. 
220. 
221. 
JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 6, 
44/10/12. TB SIG E17. LISTED 
JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 95, MARK 4, 
45/01/09. TB SIG E22. LISTED 
WIRELESS SET, MARK 23 TYPE H. TRANSMITTER. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEP~ENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
SHORTWAVE TRANSMITTER, IM~VEMENT 1. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
222. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 97, LIGHT WIRELESS SET. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/11/08. TB SIG E18. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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223. KHOMEINI'S JETS: THE ISRAELI CONNECTION. NEWSWEEK. 105(4): 17. 1985 JANUARY 28. A ONE-PARAGRAPH STORY STATING THAT 
ANALYSIS OF AN AMERICAN-BUILT AIRCRAFT FLOWN TO SAUDI ARABIA BY A DEFECTING IRANIAN SHOWS THAT ISRAEL HAS BEEN 
SUPPLYING IRAN WITH SPARE PARTS. 
224. KOMRAD IVAN: AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR WARSAW PACT COUNTERPART. USA INFANTRY SCHOOL, RED TEAM. 
" ... A READY REFERENCE TO KEY WARSAW PACT WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" (THE FORWARD). 
FY 81. 
225. LIST AND INDEX OF DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 48/04/12. 
HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED FM 21-6, 1948 JANUARY 10. 
226. LIST AND INDEX OF WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. 45/06/10. FM 21- 6. 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED FM 21-6, 1945 MAY 10. 
ST 7-151-1. 
FM 21- 6. 
HELD BY: LOVE 
227. M.E.W.: THE STUDY OF ENEMY INTELLIGENCE. IN: MEDLICOTT, W.N. THE ECONOMIC BLOCADE, VOLUME II. LONDON: H.M. 
17 
STATIONERY OFFICE AND lONGMANS, GREEN AND CO.; 1959:APPENDIX IV. THE BRITISH MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC WARFARE WAS AN 
IMPORTANT PARTICIPANT IN THE INTELLIGENCE EFFORT AGAINST THE AXIS AND IN EXPLOITATION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
TARGETS IN GERMANY AT THE END OF THE WAR. 
228. MACARTHUR, 1941-1951. WILLOUGHBY, CHARLES A.; CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN. NEW YORK: MCGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, 
INC. ;1954:412-416. WILLOUGHBY WAS GENERAL MACARTHUR'S INTELLIGENCE CHIEF FOR MANY YEARS. THE SECTION INDICATED 
IS A BRIEF (5 PAGE) ACCOUNT OF A MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE "RAID" DURING THE KOREAN WAR. AN AMERICAN MEDICAL CORPS 
GENERAL WAS PUT ASHORE BEHIND ENEMY LINES WITH A SMALL TEAM TO FIND OUT IF UN FORCES WERE THREATENED BY DISEASES 
THOUGHT TO BE COMMON IN THE NORTH. 
229. MAPPING AND STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE, CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. ACTIVITIES OF THE 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 9 SEPTEMBER 1951 TO 31 DECEMBER 1952, A HISTORICAL REPORT. 1953 MARCH:47-56. HELD BY: 
HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
230. MAPPING AND STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE, CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR 
EVENTS AND PROBLEMS OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 1 JANUARY 1953 TO 30 JUNE 1953, A HISTORICAL REPORT. 1953 
AUGUST:55-61. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT 
BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
231. A MATTER OF RISK: THE INCREDIBLE INSIDE STORY OF THE CIA'S HUGHES GLOMAR EXPLORER MISSION TO RAISE A RUSSIAN SUBMARINE. 
VARNER, ROY; COLLIER, WAYNE. NEW YORK: BALLANTINE BOOKS; C1978. 
232. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ALBANIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
233. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ALGERIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/05/11. 
44/09/06. 
TB MED 40. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 90. LISTED IN FM 
234. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ARGENTINA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 47/01/27. TB MED 225. HELD BY: 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. A 140 PAGE PAMPHLET ON MEDICAL HAZARDS, SANITATION, AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH. 
235. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON AUSTRIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
236. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BELGIUM. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
237. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BORNEO. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
44/06/29. 
44/04/27. 
44/11/07. 
T8 MED 59. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 36. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 113. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
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A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
238. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BRITISH MALAYA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/09/27. TB MED 95. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
239. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BRITISH SOMALILAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
240. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BULGARIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/06/28. 
44/12. TB MED 130. LISTED IN 
TB MED 58. LISTED IN FM 
241. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BURMA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/08/02. TB MED 77. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
242. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CELEBES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/07/19. TB MED 67. LISTED IN FM 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
243. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CEYLON. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/10/28. TB MED 109. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
244. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CORSICA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/12. TB MED 125. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
245. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CRETE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/06/30. TB MED 61. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
246. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CZECHOSLOVAKIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/10/23. TB MED 107. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
247. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON DENMARK. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
248. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON DUTCH NEW GUINEA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
249. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON EGYPT. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
250. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON EIRE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
251. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ERITREA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
252. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FINLAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
253. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FORMOSA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
254. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FRANCE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/06/16. 
BULLETIN. 
46/02/16. 
46/02/14. 
44/08/04. 
44/07/11. 
44/04/08. 
44/05/03. 
TB MED 52. LISTED IN FM 
44/03/10. TB MED 18. LISTED 
TB MED 214. LISTED IN SR 
TB MED 215. LISTED IN SR 
TB MED 79. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 66. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 30. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 38. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
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255. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FRENCH INDO-CHINA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
BULLETIN. 44/08/18. TB MED 86. LISTED 
256. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON GERMANY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
257. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON GUAM. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
258. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON HAINAN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
259. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON HUNGRY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
260. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON INDIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
44/04/06. TB MED 27. LISTED IN FM 
44/06/23. TB MED 57. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
44/11. TB MED 118. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
45/02. TB MED 140. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
45/07. TB MED 174. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
261. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON IRKUTSK AND CHITA OBLASTS, AND THE YAKUT AND BURYAT-MONGOLIAN AUTONOMOUS REPUBLICS. WAR 
DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/11/28. TB MED 209. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, 
ATHENS, GA. A 40 PAGE PAMPHLET ON MEDICAL HAZARDS, SANITATION, AND PUBLIC HEALTH. 
262. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ITALIAN SOMALILAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/01. TB MED 132. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
263. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ITALY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/07. TB MED 178. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
264. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON vAPAN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/05. TB MED 160. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
265. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON vAVA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/10/10. TB MED 102. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
266. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KAMCHATKA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
267. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KARAFUTO. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
44/05/28. 
46/04/15. 
TB MED 46. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 219. LISTED IN SR 
268. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KHABAROVSK KRAI AND MARITIME KRAI (FAR EASTERNTERRITORY) U.S.S.R. (EXCLUDING KAMCHATKA 
. OBLAST). WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/08/29. TB MED 88. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT 
PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
269. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KOREA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
45/12/06. TB MED 208. LISTED IN SR 
270. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON MANCHURIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 46/02/13. TB MED 216. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
271. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON MOZAMBIQUE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/07. TB MED 179. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
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272. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON NORTHEASTERN CHINA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 46/04/18. TB MED 220. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
273. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON NORWAY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/04/04. TB MED 29. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
274. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON OSTROVA KOMANDORSKIYE. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/02. TB MED 139. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
275. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PALESTINE AND TRANS-JORDAN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/12. TB MED 126. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
276. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PARCEL ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
45/03. TB MED 152. LISTED IN FM 
277. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/07/18. TB MED 68. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
278. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON POLAND AND DANZIG. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/06. TB MED 176. LISTED IN 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
279. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PORTUGAL. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INOEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/06/22. TB MED 56. LISTED IN FM 
280. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PRATAS ISLAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
45/03. TB MED 146. LISTED IN FM 
281. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON RUMANIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
282. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SAKHALIN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/05/31. 
45/03. 
283. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SOUTHEASTERN CHINA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
284. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SPAIN... WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL eULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
285. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SUMATRA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
286. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SWEDEN. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
45/06. 
44/12. 
44/06/17. 
TB MED 49. LISTED IN FM 
TB MED 150. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
45/06. TB MED 171. LISTED IN 
TB MED 165. LISTED IN SR 
TB MED 120. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
TB MED 54. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
287. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SWITZERLAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/06/19. TB MED 55. LISTED IN FM 
288. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THAILAND. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/07/05. 
289. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE AEGEAN ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
TB MED 63. LISTED IN FM 
44/03/30. TB MED 26. LISTED 
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290. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
105. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
291. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE AZORES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/12. TB MED 123. 
44/10/11 . TB MED 
LISTED IN FM 
292. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE BALEARIC ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/07. TB MED 185. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
293. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE CANARY ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 45/08/11. TB MED 192. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
294. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE CAROLINE ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/31. TB MED 50. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
295. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE DODECANESE ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/09/16. TB MED 93. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
296. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS, OCEAN ISLAND, AND NAURU. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL 
BULLETIN. 45/07/30. TB MED 189. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
297. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE GOLD COAST. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
45/01. TB MED 129. LISTED IN FM 
298. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE IVORY COAST. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 46/02/13. TB MED 217. 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , S FEBRUARY 1954. 
299. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE IZU, BONIN, KAZAN, AND MARCUS ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
TB MED 83. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
300. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE KURILE ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/03/27. TB MED 24. 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
301. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE LESSER SUNOA AND SOUTHWESTERN ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
TB MED 75. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
302. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE LEVANT STATES (GREATER SYRIA). WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
128. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/12. 
LISTED IN 
44/08/07. 
LISTED 
44/09/14. 
TB MED 
303. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MARIANA ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/03/15. TB MED 20. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
304. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MARSHALL ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/11/03. TB MED 111. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. ONE CHHANGE LISTED. 
305. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MOLUKKEN ISLANDS AND ISLANDS IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE BANDA SEA. WAR DEPARTMENT 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/07/21. TB MED 70. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 
1945. 
306. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE NETHERLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/08. TB MED 39. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
307. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE PALAU ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/05/11. TB MED 41. LISTED 
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IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
308. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE RYUKYU ISLANDS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/10/24. TB MED 108. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIDNS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
309. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON TUNISIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/10/03. TB MED 98. LISTED IN FM 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
310. MEDICAL AND SANITARY OATA ON TURKEY. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/07/05. TB MED 64. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
311. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON UGANDA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
46/02/13. TB MED 197. LISTED IN SR 
312. MEDICAL ANO SANITARY DATA ON YUGOSLAVIA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
44/07/31. TB MED 73. LISTED IN FM 
313. MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE. ANDERSON, GAYLORD W. IN: ANDERSON, ROBERT S., ED. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE IN WORLD WAR II, VOLUME 
IX, SPECIAL FIELDS. WASHINGTON, DC: OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 1969:251-340. 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II. THE AUTHOR WAS HEAD OF MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE OFFICE 
OF THE SURGEON GENERAL DURING WORLD WAR II. CONVEYS THE AUTHOR'S FRUSTRATION WITH BUREACRATIC WARFARE AMONG US 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES DURING THE WAR. 
314. MEDICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 8-500C. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM QA. 
315. MEDICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 8-500D. DESCRIBED 
IN CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, 23 JUNE 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF TEAMS INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM QA. 
316. MIG PILOT: THE FINAL ESCAPE OF LT. BELENKO. BARRON, JOHN. NEW YORK: AVON BOOKS; C1980. AN ACCOUNT OF THE DEFECTION 
OF A SOVIET PILOT IN A MIG-25 FIGHTER IN THE MID 1970'S. DISCUSSES THE EXAMINATION OF THE AIRCRAFT IN JAPAN WHERE 
IT LANDED AND THE DEBRIEFING OF THE PILOT IN THIS COUNTRY. SHOWS WHAT CAN BE LEARNED ABOUT A GIVEN ITEM OF 
EQUIPMENT BY EXAMINING IT AND DEBRIEFING ITS OPERATOR. 
317. MIKOYAN-GUREVICH MIG-15 "FAGOT" [POST CARD]. [N.D.} SHOWS AN AIRPLANE IN THE AIR FORCE MUSEUM. THE AIRPLANE "WAS 
FLOWN TO SOUTH KOREA ON SEPT. 21, 1953, BY A NORTH KOREAN PILOT. AFTER FLIGHT TESTING, THE US OFFERED TO RETURN THE 
PLANE TO ITS 'RIGHTFUL OWNER.' WHEN THIS OFFER WAS IGNORED, IT WAS TRANSFERRED TO THE MUSEUM." 
318. MILITARY HISTORY AND ARMY RECORDS. DEMMA, VINCENT H. IN: JESSUP, JOHN E., JR.;COAKLEY, ROBERT W. A GUIDE TO THE 
STUDY OF MILITARY HISTORY. WASHINGTON, DC: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, UNITED STATES ARMY; 1979:CHAPTER 19. 
CONTAINS A USEFUL DISCUSSION ON ARMY FILES AND FILING. 
319. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND 
EQUIPMENT. TOE 30- 48H. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE, 15 JULY 1977, SUCH A COMPANY 
IS A UNIT OF THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP OF A FIELD ARMY (TOE 30-40). 
320. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. 
TOE 30- 34H. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE, 15 JULY 1977. SUCH A COMPANY IS A UNIT OF 
THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION OF A CORPS (TOE 30-25). 
321. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 30-600D. 
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322. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 30-600G AND TOE 
30-600H. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE. 15 JULY 1977. DESCRIBES TEAMS INTENDED TO 
"PERFORM SPECIALIZED INTELIGENCE ACTIVITIES IN SUPPORT OF A THEATER OF OPERATIONS." PROVIDES FOR 16 TYPES OF 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS. TEAM LA IS A COORDINATION TEAM; LB THRU LD ARE TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LE 
THRU LG ARE SIGNAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LH THRU LJ ARE ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LK AND LL ARE 
CHEMICAL. BIOLOGICAL. AND RADIOLOGICAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LM IS A QUARTERMASTER TEAM; LN AND LO ARE 
ORDNANCE TEAMS; AND LP IS A MEDICAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM. THE TEAMS ARE INTENDED TO AUGMENT OTHER UNITS AS 
NEEDED. IN THE 1965 EDITION OF FM 101-10-2. THE SUBJECT ORIENTED TEAMS LIKE THOSE DESCRIBED lIN THE 1977 EDITION 
WERE LISTED UNDER THE "SERVICE ORGANIZATION" TOE'S FOR THE DIFFERENT TECHNICAL BRANCHES. 
323. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE UNITS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. ATP 30- 15. CITED IN FM 55-8. 
TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DECEMBER 1961. 
324. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE--EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL. REPATRIATES. DOCUMENTS. AND MATERIEL. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD 
MANUAL. 43/12/07. FM 30-15. CITED IN FM 30-15. 1945. 
325. NAMEPLATES AND SERIAL NUMBER DATA FOR CAPTURED JAPANESE MATERIEL OTHER THAN AIRCRAFT. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERALS. 
SIXTH ARMY. APO 442; EIGHTH ARMY, APO 343; FEAF, APO 925; USASOS. APO 707. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR 
EAST, APO 501. 1945 FEBRUARY 8. FILE REFERENCE FEGB 386.3. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. 
326. NAMEPLATES AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERALS, BASE SECTION USASOS, APO 923; INTERMEDIATE 
SECTION USASOS, APO 503; LUZON BASE SECTION. APO 70; BASE M, APD 70; COMMANDING OFFICER, BASE K, APO 72; USASOS 
GENERAL DEPOT. APO 503; LEYTE ENGINEER DISTRICT, APO 72; LUZON ENGINEER DISTRICT, APO 70; USASOS GENERAL AND 
SPECIAL STAFF SECTIONS. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, APO 707. 1945 
FEBRUARY 13. FILE REFERENCE [CSBR] 386.3 REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. 
327. THE NAVAL INTELLIGENCE CHALLENGE. SUITLAND MD: NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT CENTER; [N.D.]. A RECRUITMENT BROCHURE 
DESCRIBING THE CENTER WHICH IS A NAVY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION. 
328. NAVAL RECONNAISSANCE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT CENTER, HISTORICAL REVIEW. 1964. 1 PAGE. AVAILABLE FROM: OPERATIONAL 
ARCHIVES. US NAVAL HISTORICAL DIVISION. WASHINGTON, DC. THE NRTSC WAS MERGED WITH THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE CENTER IN 1973 TO FORM THE NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT CENTER. 
329. NAVAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING TARGET INVESTIGATION TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMODORE H.A. SCHADE. USN, AND CAPTAIN J.H. LEWES. 
RN. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2. MAIN 
HEADQUARTERS. 1945 MAY 1. FILE REFERENCE GBI/SS/322-23. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE SUPREME 
HEADQUARTERS OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS DURING THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
330. NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION--NAVY DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATION. MEMORANDUM. SCHADE. H.A .• CAPTAIN. USN. [1944 DECEMBER 6]. 
REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
331. NAVY CORRESPONDENCE MANUAL. NAVY DEPARTMENT MANUAL. 51/07. NAVEXOS P-388(REV.). 
332. NAVY DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE OF NAVTECMISEU (16-R). IN: US NAVAL ADMINISTRATION IN WORLD WAR II: CNO OFFICE OF NAVAL 
INTELLIGENCE. PP. 900-904. A HISTORY OF THE NAVTECMISEU IS AVAILABLE UNDER THE TITLE "US NAVAL ADMINISTRATION 
IN WORLD WAR II: CNO TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE." 
333. NAVY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN EUROPE. MEMORANDUM. SCHADE. H.A .. CAPTAIN, USN. 1944 NOVEMBER 27. REPRODUCED IN: 
NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
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334. NOW IT CAN BE TOLD: THE STORY OF THE MANHATTAN PROJECT. GROVES, LESLIE R. NEW YORK; HARPER & BROTHERS PUBLISHING; 
1962: 149-169,207-223,230-249. GENERAL GROVES HEADED THE MANHATTAN PROJECT. THIS BOOK CONTAINS THREE CHAPTERS ON 
THE "ALSOS" TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE MISSION TO EUROPE. THE ALSOS MISSION WAS SENT. PRIMARILY. TO SEE HOW CLOSE THE 
GERMANS WERE TO PERFECTING THE ATOMIC BOMB. 
335. NUMBERING DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 49/02/09 SR 310-20-1. 
HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY. UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN.NE. SUPERSEDED AR 310-20. SEC III. 1946 JULY 1. 
336. OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS. IN: BROPHY. LEO P.; FISHER, GEORGE J.B. THE CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE: ORGANIZING FOR WAR. 
WASHINGTON. DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 1959:CHAPTER XI. UNITED STATES 
ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. A DESCRIPTION OF THE ARMY PUBLISHING PROGRAM IN WORLD WAR II. 
337. ORDERS. BULLETINS. CIRCULARS AND MEMORANDA. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 44/11/06. TM 12- 256. MODIFIED BY 
CHANGE 1, 1945 MAY 23. 
338. THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT: PLANNING MUNITIONS FOR WAR. GREEN. CONSTANCE MCLAUGHLIN; THOMSON. HARRY C.; ROOTS. PETER. 
339. 
WASHINGTON, DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 1955:208-215,259-274. UNITED 
STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. AN EXCELLENT ACCOUNT OF THE ROLE OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
IN ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT OEVELOPMENT. DESCRIBES THE EFFORTS TO COLLECT TECHNICAL INFORMATION FROM ABROAD BEFORE WORLD 
WAR II AND EFFORTS TO COLLECT, ANALYZE. AND DISSEMINATE INFORMATION ABOUT FOREIGN EQUIPMENT DURING THE WAR. THE 
AUTHORS MADE GOOD USE OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE REPORTS DESCRIBING FOREIGN EQUIPMENT WHILE PREPARING THIS HISTORY. 
ORDNANCE SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 
FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. JANUARY 1965. SUPERSEDED TOE 
VARIOUS TYPES OF DETACHMNTS INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENTS--DETACHMENT LB 
CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, 23 JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCES TO DETACHMENTS LB AND LC. 
9-500D. DESCRIBED IN 
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AND DETACHMENT LC. 
340. ORDNANCE SPECIALIZED SERVICE DETACHMENTS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. 55/04/22. 
TOE 9-510R. HELO BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED TOE 9-510, 2 APRIL 
1954, AND TOE 9-500T, 22 JUNE 1945. DESCRIBES VARIOUS TYPES OF DETACHMENTS INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
DETACHMENTS--DETACHMENT BB AND DETACHMENT BC. 
341. ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS, UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION AGENCY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
REGULATIONS. 75/07/16. AR 10-50. HELD BY: ARMED FORCES MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER, FORT DETRICK, FREDERICK, 
MD 21701. 
342. ORGANIZATION OF UNIT. [THE 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY, SEPARATE (PROVISIONAL)]. UNITED STATES 
ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY. OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, APO 501. GENERAL ORDERS. 1944 JANUARY 3. GO 2. 
REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FILE REFERENCE GSXM 322. 
343. ORGANIZATION OF UNITS AND ASSIGNMENT OF TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION NUMBERS TO INSTALLATIONS AND ACTIVITIES UNDER COMMAND 
JURISOICTION OF HQ US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND. US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND, WASHINGTON, DC. GENERAL ORDERS. 
62/08/17. GO 10. DISCONTINUED THE CHEMICAL CORPS. ORDNANCE TECHNICAL, SIGNAL CORPS, TRANSPORTATION. AND 
QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WHICH WERE ABSORBED BY THE US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
(FSTC). ALSO TRANSFERRED THRESIGNAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS TO FSTC. 
344. ORGANIZATION, MISSION, AND CAPABILITEIS OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST TEAMS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT 
SCHEDULES. ASUBJSCD 30- 4. CITED IN FM 55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
345. ORGANIZATION, MISSION, AND FUNCTION OF MILITARY INTLLIGENCE UNITS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SECHEDULES. 
ASUBJSCD 30- 3. CITED IN FM 55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
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SUB-COMMITTEE, C/O G-2 DIVISION, SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (REAR). 1945 FEBRUARY 27. 
FILE REFERENCE CIOS/118/8/S. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. FORWARDED A "PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF CIOS PLAN" 
DATED 26 FEBRUARY 1945. "SHAEF"-SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE-WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S 
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347. POWER SUPPLIES FOR GERMAN RADIO SETS. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 44/12. TB SIG E20. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
348. PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF CIOS PLAN FOR RAPID APPRAISAL AND ASSESSMENT OF TARGETS UNDER CONDITIONS OF GERMAN COLLAPSE. 
MEMORANDUM. COMBINED INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES SUB-COMMITTEE, C/O G-2 DIVISION, SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED 
EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (REAR). 1945 FEBRUARY 26. FILE REFERENCE CIOS/118/8/S. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU 
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EACH. THE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS DURING 
THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
349. PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING FOREIGN ORDNANCE MATERIEL RECEIVED IN THIS COUNTRY FOR INFORMATION. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER. 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE. 1942 AUGUST 19. ORDER 327. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. SUPERSEDED ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER 235, 1942 FEBRUARY 1. THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT WAS ONE OF THE 
TECHNICAL SERVICES OF THE US ARMY. 
350. PROCESSING OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR. 42/11/06. TRAINING 
CIRCULAR 81, SEC II. " ... THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE IS OUTLINED ... WITH A VIEW TO THE MAXIMUM EXPLOITATION OF THE 
INTELLIGENCE THAT CAN BE DERIVED FROM CAPTURED MATERIAL." EARLY IN WORLD WAR II, TRAINING CIRCULARS WERE USED TO 
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CIRCULAR 100, SEC III, 1942. 
351. PROCESSING OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR. 42/12/05. TRAINING 
CIRCULAR 100, SEC III. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. AMENDS WD TRAINING 
CIRCULAR 81, SEC II, 1943, TO PROVIDE FOR SECURING CAPTURED OR CRASHED ENEMY AIRCRAFT. 
352. PRODUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE. 52/08/14. DCID 
NO. 3/4. CITED ON PAGE 308 IN THE SOVIET ESTIMATE BY JOHN PRADOS. 
353. PRODUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE. 63/07/25. DCID 
NO. 3/5 (NEW SERIES). A "SANITIZED COpy" MARKED "DECLASSIFIED 15/12/76" WAS GIVEN THE COMPILER BY JOHN PRADOS, 
AUTHOR OF THE SOVIET ESTIMATE. SUPERSEDED DCID NO. 3/5 (NEW SERIES), 3 FEBRUARY 1959. 
354. PROJECT PAPERCLIP: GERMAN SCIENTISTS AND THE COLD WAR. LASBY, CLARENCE G. NEW YORK: ATHENEUM; 1971. THE DEFINITIVE 
STUDY OF THE RECRUITMENT OF GERMAN SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
355. PROPOSED PLAN FOR ACTIVITY OF NAVAL REPRESENTATION THE ALSOS MISSION. {LETTER TO] COORDINATOR OF RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT, SECRETARY'S OFFICE, NAVY DEPARTMENT, VIA COMMANDER, US NAVAL FORCES IN EUROPE. SCHADE, H.A., 
CAPTAIN, USN, ALSOS INTELLIGENCE MISSION, AMERICAN EMBASSY, OFFICE OF THE NAVAL ATTACHE, LONDON. 1944 JUNE 30. 
SERIAL 4009. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
356. OM INTELLIGENCE. HODGES, T. QUARTERMASTER REVIEW. 36: 12, 13, 139-142,147-148. 1956 AUGUST 31. 
357. QUARTERMASTER SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 10-5000. 
DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT,TELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM LA. CHANGE 1, 23 
JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCES TO TEAM LA. 
358. RECORDS ADMINISTRATION: FILING PROCEDURES. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 45/08/21. TM 12- 258. 
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359. RECOVERY AND DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED AND ABANDONED ENEMY MATERIEL. INDIA-BURMA THEATER. CIRCULAR. 45/01/05. CIR 
1, SEC I. EXTRACT QUOTED IN: SCHIFFMAN, MAURICE K. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II. 
MILITARY REVIEW. 31(10):43. 1952 JANUARY. 
360. REPORT OF PARTICIPATION IN OKINAWA OPERATION, 13 FEBRUARY-24 JULY 1945. ARMY SERVICE FORCES, ENEMY EQUIPMENT 
INTELLIGENCE TEAM, MIDDLE PACIFIC. [N.D.]. HELO BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. 
361. REPORT ON ACTIVITIES OF FIELD UNIT NO.6, 5250TH TECH INTEL CO. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERAL, USASOS, APO 322, THRU 
COMMANDING GENERAL, SIXTH ARMY, APO 442. 37TH INFANTRY DIVISION, APO 37{4}, C/O POSTMASTER, SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIF., OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL. 1945 MARCH 30. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. A LETTER OF COMMENDATION. 
362. REPORTS OF THE US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION TO JAPAN, 1945-1946. OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORY DIVISION. 
WASHINGTON, DC. 1974. AVAILABLE FROM: OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORICAL DIVISION, WASHINGTON, DC; 
MICROFILM PUBLICATION 2. A LIST OF 185 REPORTS AVAILABLE ON 13 ROLLS OF MICROFILM. THE FIRST REPORT IS A BRIEF 
HISTORY OF THE MISSION. 
363. RESPONSIBILITY FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, APO 
501. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST, APO 501. 1943 DECEMBER 22. FILE REFERENCE FEGB 323.361. 
REPRODUCEO IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED LETTER FEGB 323.361, 1943 NOVEMBER 9, ON THE 
SAME SUBJECT. 
364. RETENTION OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TROPHIES BY MILITARY PERSONNEL. INDIA-BURMA THEATER. CIRCULAR. 45/01/05. CIR 1, 
365. 
SEC II. EXTRACT QUOTED IN: SCHIFFMAN, MAURICE K. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II. MILITARY 
REVIEW. 31(10):43. 1952 JANUARY. 
RETENTION OF WAR TROPHIES AND 
52/01/11. SR 550-25-1. 
FEBRUARY 1951. HAS THREE 
INST 5800.4). 
REGISTRATION OF WAR TROPHY FIREARMS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 
HELD BY: PERKINS LIBRARY, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED SR 55-25-1, 2 
CHANGES. THIS REGULATION APPLIES TO AIR FORCE AND NAVY PERSONNEL (AS AFR 125-39 AND OPNAV 
366. RIGHT AFTER THE WAR. IN: VON KARMAN, THEODORE; EDSON, LEE. THE WIND AND BEYOND. BOSTON: LITTLE, BROWN AND COMPANY; 
C1967:CHAPTER 34. AN ACCOUNT OF AN AIR FORCE SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE MISSION TO GERMANY FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II. 
DR. VON KARMAN WAS A SENIOR SCIENCE ADVISOR TO THE US AIR FORCE FOR MANY YEARS. 
367. THE ROCKET TEAM. ORDWAY, FREDERICK I. ,III; SHARPE, MITCHELL R. NEW YORK: THOMAS Y. CROWELL, PUBLISHERS; C1979. AN 
ACCOUNT OF THE GERMAN TEAM WHICH DEVELOPED THE V2 MISSILE. GIVES MUCH INFORMATION ABOUT THE ALLIED INTELLIGENCE 
EFFORTS AGAINST THE MISSILE PROGRAM. 
36B. THE ROLE OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, 1965-1967. MCCHRISTIAN, JOSEPH A. WASHINGTON, DC: DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY; 
1974;40-44,54-55. VIETNAM STUDIES. GENERAL MCCHRISTIAN DESCRIBES THE COMBINED MATERIEL EXPLOITATION CENTER AND 
THE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BRANCH OF THE COMBINED INTELLIGENCE CENTER. MCCHRISTIAN WAS THE SENIOR INTELLIGENCE 
OFFICER OF US FORCES IN VIETNAM DURING THE PERIOD OF THE STUDY. 
369. RUSSIAN GIFTS GONE TO WASTE. IN: ISRAEL'S SWIFT VICTORY. LIFE. SPECIAL EDITION:42-43. 1967. A ONE-PARAGRAPH STORY 
ABOUT THE SOVIET EQUIPMENT WHICH WAS CAPTURED BY ISRAEL IN THE 1967 ARAB-ISRAELI WAR. 
370. RUSSIAN WEAPDNS OFFERED BY ISRAEL: SHE LISTS UP-TO-DATE ARMS SEIZED IN SINAI FOR BARTER DEALS WITH THE WEST. BINDER, 
DAVID. THE NEW YORK TIMES. 1967 JULY 25:1(COL. 2), 2(COL. 7). BONN, JULY 24. 
371. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL EXPLOITATION. BOYLE, ANDREW J. MILITARY REVIEW. 30(12):7-13. 1951 MARCH. ABOUT THE 
EXPLOITATION OF GERMAN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II BY THE FIELD INFORMATION AGENCY TECHNICAL 
(FIAT) BY ITS DEPUTY COMMANDER. 
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373. SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. IN: BLACKSTOCK. PAUL W.; SCHAF. FRANK L .• JR. INTELLIGENCE. ESPIONAGE. 
COUNTERESPIONAGE AND COVERT OPERATIONS. DETROIT. MI: GALE RESEARCH COMPANY; 1978:CHAPTER 10. AN EXCELLENT 
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COLLECTION OF INTELLIGENCE DATA BY TECHNICAL MEANS AND TO INTELLIGENCE EFFORTS AIMED AT DETERMINING THE TECHNICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FOREIGN WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT. 
374. SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE IN MODERN WARFARE. ROGERS. HENRY H. MILITARY REVIEW. 28(2) :27-31. 1948 MAY. 
375. SCIENTIFIC SLEUTHING. IN: THEISMEYER. LINCOLN R.; BURCHARD. JOHN E. COMBAT SCIENTISTS. BOSTON: LITTLE. BROWN AND 
COMPANY; 1947:CHAPTER 10. SCIENCE IN WORLD WAR II. AN ACCOUNT OF THE PARTICIPATION OF OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (OSRD) PERSONNEL IN THE ALSOS MISSION AND OTHER TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE EFFORTS IN EUROPE 
AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
376. SCIENTISTS AGAINST TIME. BAXTER. JAMES PHINNEY. 3RD. BOSTON: LITTLE. BROWN AND COMPANY; 1946. SCIENCE IN WORLD WAR 
II. AN OFFICIAL HISTORY OF THE OFFICE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT WHICH WAS SET UP TO MOBILIZE 
CIVILIAN SCIENTISTS FOR THE WAR EFFORT DURING WORLD WAR II. CONTAINS MANY REFERENCES TO PARTICIPATION OF OSRD 
SCIENTISTS IN SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. 
377. SECRETS FROM HITLER. NEWSWEEK. 28(24):64.69. 1946 DECEMBER 9. ABOUT RECRUITMENT OF GERMAN SCIENTISTS AND 
TECHNICIANS BY THE ARMED FORCES AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
378. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO THE UNITED STATES FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 45/01/11. 
379. 
WD CIR 13. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. SUPERSEDED WO CIRCULAR 104. 1944. 
SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL 
WD MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 
W570-2-43. 7 APRIL 1943. 
THE UNITED STATES." ALSO 
SERVICE. 
TO THE UNITED STATES FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM. 43/07/22.· 
HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY. THE PENTAGON. WASHINGTON. DC. SUPERSEDED MEMORANDUM 
OUTLINES PROCEDURES FOR GETTING "CAPTURED MATERIEL IN THE HANDS OF TECHNICAL EXPERTS IN 
CONTAINS LISTS OF THE TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF MATERIEL OF INTEREST TO EACH TECHNICAL 
380. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO THE UNITED STATES. WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM. 43/04/07. WD MEMORANDUM W507-1-43. 
MENTIONED IN WD MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 22 JULY 1943. 
381. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO UNITED STATES FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 44/03/13. WD 
CIR 104. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 
1943 JULY 22. 
382. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ACTIVITIES. IN: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. 
QUADRENNIAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER. US ARMY. MAY 1951-APRIL 1955. WASHINGTON.DC. [N.D.]:18. HELD 
BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. WASHINGTON. DC. 
383. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. 49/08/18. DA GO 39. SEC IV. A 
ONE-SENTENCE ORDER ESTABLISHING THE AGENCY. 
384. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. 42/09/02. FM 11-35. CITED IN FM 11-30.1956. 
385. SIGNAL CORPS PARTICIPATION IN TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. IN: THOMPSON. GEORGE RAYNOR; HARRIS. DIXIE R. THE SIGNAL CORPS: 
THE OUTCOME (MID-1943 THROUGH 1945). WASHINGTON. DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY. UNITED STATES ARMY; 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
1966:164-166. UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. 
EFFORTS IN EUROPE. 
OS/21/85 28 
AN ACCOUNT OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
386. SIGNAL CORPS TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 56/08/13. FM 11-30. HELD BY: US ARMY 
MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. MODIFIED BY CHANGE 1, 1961 NOVEMBER 1. SUPERSEDED FM 11-35, 
1942 SEPTEMBER 2. 
387. SIGNAL CORPS TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE, A BRIEF HISTORY, 1940-1948. HALL, CHESTER A., JR. CAMP GORDON, GA: SIGNAL CORPS 
TRAINING CENTER; 1949. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. THIS "MONOGRAPH" WAS 
APPARENTLY PREPARED BY A STUDENT AT THE TRAINING CENTER. 
388. THE SIGNAL CORPS: THE OUTCOME (MID-1943 THROUGH 1945). THOMPSON, GEORGE RAYNOR; HARRIS, DIXIE R. WASHINGTON, DC: 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY, UNITED STATES ARMY; 1966:521-522. UNITED STATES ARMY IN WORLD WAR II: 
THE TECHNICAL SERVICES. A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAINING OF ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. 
389. SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE. IN: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF SIGNAL OFFICER, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY. QUADRENNIAL REPORT OF THE CHIEF 
SIGNAL OFFICER, US ARMY, MAY 1955-APRIL 1959. WASHINGTON, DC. [N.D. ]:28. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
390. SIGNAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 11-500D. DESCRIBED IN 
FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING FOUR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAM TA, TEAM TB, TEAM TC, AND TEAM TD. 
391. SMALL ARMS IDENTIFICATIDN AND OPERATION GUIDE, FREE WORLD. JOHNSON, HAROLD E. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE 
PRODUCT. 76/12. DST-1110H-163-76. SUPERSEDED ST-HB-07-163-74. 
392. THE SOVIET ESTIMATE: US INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS & RUSSIAN MILITARY STRENGTH. PRADOS, JOHN. NEW YORK: THE DIAL PRESS; 
C1982. DISCUSSES IN DETAIL THE RESOURCES AND ORGANIZATION OF THE INTELLIGENCE EFFORT AIMED AT THE USSR AS WELL AS 
SUCCESSES AND FAILURES OF THAT EFFORT. 
393. SOVIET FIELD SWITCHBOARD TYPE PK-10(11K-10) DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 51/04/06. TB SIG F-205-RU. 
LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
394. SOVIET FIELD SWITCHBOARDS TYPES KOF-33 AND KOF-43. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 51/11/06 TB SIG 
F-203-RU. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
395. SOVIET FIELD TELEPHONE TYPE TABIP. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 51/12/12. TB SIG F-204-RU. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
396. SOVIET FIELD TELEPHONE TYPE TAI-43. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 51/07/16. TB SIG F-201-RU. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUAlS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
397. SOVIET FIELD WIRE HAND REEL. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
398. SOVIET MINE WARFARE EQUIPMENT. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 
310-20-4, INDEX TO TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
51/12/12. 
51/08/31. 
TB SIG F-202-RU. LISTED IN SR 
TM 5- 223A. LISTED IN SR 
399. THE SOVIET SQUADRON. TIME. 94(23):57. 1969 DECEMBER 5. ABOUT THE USE OF SOVIET FIGHTERS BY ISRAEL. THE AIRCRAFT 
WERE USED TO FAMILIARIZE ISRAELI PILOTS WITH HARDWARE USED BY THEIR ENEMIES. 
400. SOVIET SWITCHBOARD TYPE FIN-6. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 51/03/14. TB SIG F-206-RU. LISTED IN 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
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401. SOVIET SWITCHBOARD TYPE K-l0. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
51/03/01. TB SIG F-200-RU. LISTED IN SR 
402. SOVIET TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD TYPE PK-30("K-30). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 53/10/09. TB SIG 
403. 
F-207-RU. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS [APPOINTING CPT SCHADE THE "SENIOR US NAVY MEMBER OF THE ALSOS INTELLIGENCE 
CAPTAIN HENRY A. SCHADE, USN. CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (DIRECTOR OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE). 
OP-16 SECRET SERIAL NO. 02019116. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE ALSOS MISSION 
INTELLIGENCE MISSION TO GERMANY AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
MISSION"] [LETTER TO] 
1944 AUGUST 13. 
WAS A WAR DEPARTMENT 
404. SUMMARY OF FORMAL REPORTS BY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BRANCH, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, GENERAL 
HEADQUARTERS, ARMY FORCES PACIFIC. IN: ENGINEERS OF THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC, 1941-1945, VOLUME III, ENGINEER 
INTELLIGENCE. TOKYO: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, ARMY FORCES PACIFIC; 1948:APPENDIX 
XLIII. EXTRACT FROM: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC. POST V-J DAY 
ENGINEER TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE, JAPAN. [LETTER TO] CHIEF OF ENGINEERS, US ARMY. 1946 ARPIL 4. FILE REFERENCE CE 
315.05. 
405. SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF THE ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, MILITARY OPERATIONS, OFFICE, CHIEF OF ENGINEERS... IN: CORPS 
OF ENGINEERS. HISTORICAL SUMMARY, 25 JUNE 1950 TO 8 SEPTEMBER 1951. [N.D. ]:167-180. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
406. TANK IDENTIFICATION HANDBOOK. UNITED STATES ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GEORGIA 31905. FY 82. ST 7-193. 
407. TECH INTEL: A HISTORY OF THE 401ST [&] 503RD [CHEMICAL] TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENTS IN THE KOREAN CONFLICT. 
TOKYD: TOPPAN PRINTING CO., LTD.; [N.D.] HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. A 
SOUVENIR-TYPE BOOKLET GIVING BRIEF HISTORIES OF BOTH DETACHMENTS. 
408. TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE (OP-16-VT). IN: US NAVAL ADMINISTRATION IN WORLD WAR II: CNO OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE. 
PP. 1295-1300. THE TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE CENTER WAS A JOINT ARMY-NAVY-BRITISH ORGANIZATION CONCERNED WITH 
THE TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF JAPANESE AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT. 
409. TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE (TAL), ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS. TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE CENTER, NAVAL AIR STATION, 
ANACOSTIA, DC. 1944 AUGUST. TAlC SUMMARY NO.1. AVAILABLE FROM: OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, WASHINGTON, DC. "ISSUED BY THE DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINED PERSONNEL OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND BRITISH SERVICES FOR THE USE OF ALLIED FORCES." THE CENTER WAS A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION 
CONCERNED WITH JAPANESE AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT. 
410. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. [LETTER TO] ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF. G-2, GHG. SWPA. APO 500, THRU ASSISTANT CHIEF 
OF STAFF. G-2. USAFFE, APO 501. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY. OFFICE OF THE A.C. OF S., G-2, APO 707. 
1945 MAY 25. FILE REFERENCE CSBT 386.3. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A DETAILED 
PLAN FOR COORDINATING TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES OF ARMY FORCES IN THE PACIFIC AREA. 
411. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. [LETTER TO] CHIEFS OF SERVICES. HEADQUARTERS, USASOS. APO 501. UNITED STATES ARMY 
SERVICES OF SUPPLY, OFFICE OF THE A.C. OF S., G-2, APO 501. 1944 JANUARY 20. FILE REFERENCE GSB 386.3. 
REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. CITES LETTER HQ USAFFE, FEGB 323.361. 1943 DECEMBER 22, 
"RESPONSIBILITY FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE." 
412. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ANO THE SIGNAL CORPS. DAVIS, FRANKLIN M. SIGNALS 3(6):19-26. 1949 JULY/AUGUST. ABOUT WORLD 
WAR II EXPERIENCES. 
413. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANY (DRAFT). DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 30- 34E. 
DESCRIBED IN CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, 23 JUNE 1965. SUCH A 
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COMPANY IS A UNIT OF THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION OF A FIELD ARMY (TOE 30-25E). 
414. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN ACTION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING FILM. TF 30-1896. CITED IN FM 11-30, 1956. 
415. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II. SCHIFFMAN, MAURICE K. MILITARY REVIEW. 31(10):42-48. 1952 
JANUARY. 
416. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA, 
OFFICE OF HEE A.C. OF S., G-2, 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY, SEPARATE, (PROVISIONAL), APO 501. 
1944 AUGUST 8. T1 NO.1. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A MANUAL DESCRIBING THE 
MISSION, ORGANIZATION, AND ADMINISTRATION OF ARMY TECHNICAL INTELLIENCE IN THE SW PACIFIC AREA. 
417. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL. 
30-16, 1972. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. ASUBJSCD 30-46. CITED IN FM 
418. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 53/06/29. FM 30-16. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX 
OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. THIS MANUAL DISCUSSES TOPICS PREVIOUSLY COVERED IN FM 30-15. 
419. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 55/08/26. FM 30-16. 
420. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 61/06/12. FM 30-16. 
HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1955 AUGUST 26. 
CITED IN FM 30-16, 1961. 
HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
421. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 66/09/19. FM 30-16. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. MODIFIED BY CHANGE 1, 1967 JUNE 15. SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1961 JUNE 12. THE 
DATE SHOWN ON THE COVER IS "AUGUST 1966." 
422. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
423. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
FEBRUARY 28. 
69/02/28. 
72/07/31. 
FM 30-16. 
FM 30-16. 
CITED IN FM 30-16, 1972. 
SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1969 
424. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO] COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC. APO 500. UNITED STATES 
ARMY FORCES WESTERN PACIFIC 9 OFFICE OF THE COMMNOING GENERAL, APO [707]. 1945 SEPTEMBER 17. FILE REFERENCE 
[CSBT] 386.3. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RECOMMENDS TRANSFER OF THE 5250TH 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANY FROM THE ARMY FAR EAST COMMAND TO THE NEW PACIFIC COMMAND. 
30 
425. TECHNICAL, LETTER, AND NARRATIVE REPORTS--PREPARATION OF. NAVTECMISEU MEMORANDUM. 
EUROPE, fLEET POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, NY. 1945 JULY 30. MEMORANDUM 35-45. 
US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN 
REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
426. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AS WAR BOOTY: THE US TECHNICAL OIL MISSION TO EUROPE, 1945. KRAMMER. ARNOLD. TECHNOLOGY AND 
CULTURE. 22(1):68-103. 1981 JANUARY, A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF ONE ASPECT Of THE EXPLOITATION OF GERMAN TECHNOLOGY 
AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
427. TENANTS OF ARLINGTON HALL STATION. FISCAL YEAR 1958. IN: ANNUAL HISTORICAL REPORT. FY 1958. US ARMY GARRISON. 
ARLINGTON HALL STATION, VA. TAB A. HELO BY: US ARMY INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY COMMAND, ARLINGTON HALL STATION. 
VA. THIS ONE-PAGE LIST SHOWS THAT THE TRANSPORTATION. ORDNANCE. SIGNAL. CHEMICAL, AND MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES WERE COLOCATED AT ARLINGTON HALL IN FISCAL YEAR 1958. IT SHOWS THE DATE AN ORGANIZATION MOVED ONTO THE 
POST AND THE AMOUNT OF SPACE IT OCCUPIED. 
428. TONE TELEGRAPH TERMINAL. FT3-B. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 57/12/10. TB SIG F-301-EG. LISTED IN 
DA PAM 310-4. INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICAITONS, OCTOBER 1977. 
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429. TRAINING SCHEDULE. 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY, SEPARATE, (PROVISIONAL). OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
CHIEF OF STAFF. G-2, UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES WESTERN PACIFIC. APO 707. NOT DATED. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FOR THE PERIOD 18 AUGUST 1945-24 AUGUST 1945. 
430. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 56/10/12. FM 55- 8. CITED IN FM 55-8. 1956. 
431. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 61/12/06. FM 55- 8. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA. ATHENS, GA. SUPERSEDED FM 55-8. 1956 OCTOBER 12. 
432. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. ASUBJSCD 55-14. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
TRANSPORTATION INGELLIGENCE. DECEMBER 1961. 
433. TRANSPORTATION SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TOE 55-500R. 
DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION ANO EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF TEAMS INCLUDING THREE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAMS HA, HB. AND HC. 
31 
434. UNCOVERING JAPAN'S TECHNICAL SECRETS. SLOCUM. WINTHROP. MILITARY REVIEW. 29(6): 17-26. 1949 SEPTEMBER. ABOUT. THE US 
NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION TO JAPAN BY ITS COMMANDER. 
435. UNIT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COORDINATOR DETACHMENTS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. 
53/03/30. ATP 30-205. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, JANUARY 1953. 
436. US ARMY CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL (CBR) INTELLIGENCE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. FM 3-130. 
CITED IN FM 55-8, 1961. 
437. US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER. OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. 62/09/27. DA GO 57, SEC 
VIII. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. ESTABLISHED THE CENTER AND TRANSFERED 
THE FUNCTIONS. PERSONNEL. RECORDS. AND EQUIPMENT OF THE CHEMICAL, ORDNANCE. SIGNAL CORPS. TRANSPORTATION. AND 
QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO IT. 
438. THE US ARMY IN THE OCCUPATION OF GERMANY. 1944-1946. ZIEMKE. EARL F. WASHINGTON. DC: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY. 
UNITED STATES ARMY; 1975:314-317. ARMY HISTORICAL SERIES. A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
EXPLOITATION OF GERMANY. 
439. US ARMY INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. 85/02/15/ DA GO 3. A BRIEF DIRECTIVE 
REORGANIZING THE AlA WHICH IS A FIELD OPERATING AGENCY OF THE ARMY ASSISTANT OF STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE. AlA HAS 
OPERATIONAL CONTROL OVER THE FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER AND OVER THE MISSILE INTELLIGNECE AGENCY 
ACCORDING TO THE ORDER. SUPERSEDED DA GENERAL ORDER 18. 15 JUNE 1984. 
440. THE US ARMY LOGISTICS INTELLIGENCE FILE. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 76/06/22. AR 700-54. LISTED IN DA 
PAM 310-1. DECEMBER 1979. 
441. US ARMY MISSILE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. REDSTONE ARSENAL. ALABAMA. REDSTONE ARSENAL, AL: THE AGENCY; [N.D.] A 
RECRUITMENT BROCHURE WHICH OUTLINES THE HISTORY OF THE AGENCY. 
442. US NAVAL ADMINISTRAITON IN WORLD WAR II: BUAER AIR INTELLIGENCE ¢MICROFORM'. 2 MICROFICHE. AVAILABLE FROM: 
OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVEL HISTORICAL DIVISION, WASHINGTOM, DC: GUIDE NO. 66. CHAPTER III DEALS WITH 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
443. US NAVAL ADMINISTRATION IN WORLD WAR II: CNO OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE [MICROFORM]. 23 MICROFICHE. AVAILABLE 
FROM: OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORICAL DIVISION, WASHINGTON. DC: GUIDE NO. 26. CONTAINS SEVERAL SECTIONS 
ON TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. 
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444. US NAVAL AOMINISTRATION IN WORLD WAR II: CNO TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE [MICROFORM]. 5 MICROFICHE. AVAILABLE FROM: 
OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORICAL DIVISION, WASHINGTON, DC; GUIDE NO. 25. 
445. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION EUROPE--TECHNICAL PERSONNEL FOR. [LETTER TO OFFICIALS OF SEVERAL NAVY BUREAUS]. SCHADE, 
H.A., CAPTAIN, USN. 1944 DECEMBER 16. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. AN "ORGANIZATIONAL MEMORANDUM" 
ESTABLISHING THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION SEPARATE FROM THE ALSOS MISSION. 
446. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE (NAVTECMISEU) INTERIM REPORT ON ACTIVITIES AND ESTIMATE OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS. 
MEMORANDUM. SCHADE, H.A., COMMODORE, USN, CHIEF OF MISSION. 1945 JUNE 20. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
447. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE. [LETTER WITH WIDE DISTRIBUTION]. COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF UNITED STATES FLEET AND 
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS. 1944 DECEMBER 26. COMINCH FILE FFI/QB SERIAL 003686. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU 
HISTORY. DESCRIBES THE MISSION AND FUNCTION OF THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION (NAVTECMISEU) AUTHORIZED BY THE 
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY ON 4 DECEMBER 1944. 
448. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE--NAVY DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONS. [LETTER TO] ALL BRANCHES AND SECTIONS, DIVISION OF 
INTELLIGENCE. DIRECTOR OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, WASHINGTON, DC. 1944 
DECEMBER 29. SERIAL 02965416. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. SETS UP AN OFFICE TO ACT AS LIAISON BETWEEN 
THE TECHNICAL MISSION AND THE NAVAL BUREAUCRACY IN WASHINGTON. 
449. USSR BOMBS AND FUZES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. 54/11/12. TM 9-1985-7. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS, OCTOBER 1977. 
450. USSR FIELD RADIO, TYPE RBM-1. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
52/01/25. TB SIG F-400-RU. LISTED IN SR 
451. WAR DEPARTMENT DECIMAL FILING SYSTEM (REVISED EDITION). 1943. RESCINDED EARLIER VERSIONS. 
452. WAR TROPHIES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. 48/12/06. SR 550-25-1. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. APPLIES TO AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS AFR 75-19. 
453. WAR TROPHIES. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. 51/02/02. SR 550-25-1. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED SR 550-25-1, 6 DECEMBER 1948. APPLIES TO AIR FORCE PERSONNEL 
AS AFR 75-19. 
454. WAR TROPHY. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 44. WD CIR 353, SEC III. CITED IN WD CIR 155, SEC IV, 1945. 
455. WAR TROPHY. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. 45/05/28. WD CIR 155, SEC IV. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. 
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EUROPE ANO THE ALLIED COMMAND THERE. 
112. US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND, WASHINGTON, DC. ORGANIZATION OF UNITS AND ASSIGNMENT OF TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION NUMBERS TO 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
INSTALLATIONS AND ACTIVITIES UNDER COMMAND JURISDICTION DF HQ US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND. GENERAL ORDERS. 
62/08/17. GO 10. DISCONTINUED THE CHEMICAL CORPS. ORDNANCE TECHNICAL. SIGNAL CORPS. TRANSPORTATION, AND 
QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WHICH WERE ABSORBED BY THE US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER 
(FSTC). ALSO TRANSFERRED THRESIGNAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS TO FSTC. 
113. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE. FLEET POST OFFICE, NEW YORK. NY. TECHNICAL. LETTER, AND NARRATIVE 
REPORTS--PREPARATION OF. NAVTECMISEU MEMORANDUM. 1945 JULY 30. MEMORANDUM 35-45. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU 
HISTORY. 
114. USA INFANTRY SCHOOL, RED TEAM. KOMRAD IVAN: AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR WARSAW PACT COUNTERPART. 
" ... A READY REFERENCE TO KEY WARSAW PACT WEAPDNS AND EQUIPMENT" (THE FORWARD). 
FY 81. ST 7-151-1. 
11 
115. VARNER. ROY; COLLIER, WAYNE. A MATTER OF RISK: THE INCREDIBLE INSIDE STORY OF THE CIA'S HUGHES GLOMAR EXPLORER MISSION 
TO RAISE A RUSSIAN SUBMARINE. NEW YORK: BALLANTINE BOOKS; C1978. 
116. WILCOX, RICHARD. THE ZERO: THE FAMED JAPANESE FIGHTER CAPTURED INTACT REVEALS ITS SECRETS TO US NAVY AERIAL EXPERTS. 
LIFE. 13(19):86,88,90. 1942 NOVEMBER 9. 
117. WILLOUGHBY, CHARLES A.; CHAMBERLAIN, JOHN. MACARTHUR, 1941-1951. NEW YORK: MCGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, 
INC. ;1954:412-416. WILLOUGHBY WAS GENERAL MACARTHUR'S INTELLIGENCE CHIEF FOR MANY YEARS. THE SECTION INDICATED 
IS A BRIEF (5 PAGE) ACCOUNT OF A MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE "RAID" DURING THE KOREAN WAR. AN AMERICAN MEDICAL CORPS 
GENERAL WAS PUT ASHORE BEHIND ENEMY lINES WITH A ~MALL TEAM TO FIND OUT IF UN FORCES WERE THREATENED BY DISEASES 
THOUGHT TO BE COMMON IN THE NORTH. ~ 
118. ZIEMKE. EARL F. THE US ARMY IN THE OCCUPATION OF GERMANY, 1944-1946. WASHINGTON, DC: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, 
UNITED STATES ARMY; 1975:314-317. ARMY HISTORICAL SERIES. A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
EXPLOITATION OF GERMANY. 
119. 37TH INFANTRY DIVISION. APO 37[4], C/O POSTMASTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF., OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL. REPORT ON 
ACTIVITIES OF FIELD UNIT NO.6, 5250TH TECH INTEL CO. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERAL, USASOS, APO 322, THRU 
COMMANDING GENERAL, SIXTH ARMY, APO 442. 1945 MARCH 30. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. A LETTER OF COMMENDATION. 
120. 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY, SEPARATE, (PROVISIONAL), OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2, 
UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES WESTERN PACIFIC, APO 707. TRAINING SCHEDULE. NOT DATED. REPROOUCED IN: SW PACIFIC 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FOR THE PERIOD 18 AUGUST 1945-24 AUGUST 1945. 
I 
ACQUISITION NUMBER LISTING 
This listing contains only 355 entries because entries for publications which do 
not have acquisition or reference numbers are excluded. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/2jf85 '2 
L AAF REGULATION 65-75. 44/02/12. 
1945. 
ARMY AIR FORCE REGULATIONS. (CAPTURED ENEMY AIR EQUIPMENT).· CITED IN WD. CIR160, 
2. AR 10-50. 75/07/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. ORGANIZATION AND r:UNCTIONS, UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL 
INTELLIGENCE AND INFORMATION AGENCY. HELD BY: ARMED fORCES MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER, FORT DETRICK, FREDERICK, 
NO 21701. 
3. AR 381- 9. 67/07/05. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. 
ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE ,CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. 
ARMY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
CHANGE 1 IS DATED 18 SEPTEMBER 1968. 
HELD BY: US 
4. AR 608- 4. 69/08/28. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. CONTROL AND REGISTRATION OF WAR TROPHIES AND WAR TROPHY 
FIREARMS. HELD BY: PERKINS LIBRARY, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED AR 643-20, 6 JULY 1965. THIS 
REGULATION APPLIES TO AIR FORCE, NAVY, AND MARINE PERSONNEL (AS AFR 125-13. OPNAVINST 3460.7A, AND MCO 58oo.6A 
RESPECTIVelY) . 
5. AR 643-20. 65/07/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. CONTROL AND REGISTRATION OF WAR TROPHIES AND WAR TROPHY 
FIREARMS. CITED IN AR608-4, 28 AUGUST 1969. 
6. AR 700-54. 76/06/22. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. THE US ARMY LOGISTICS INTELLIGENCE FILE. LISTED IN DA 
PAM 310-1, DECEMBER 1979. 
7. AR 700-99. 76/04/27. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. ACQUISITION, ACCOUNTING, CONTROL AND DISPOSITION OF 
CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT AND FOREIGN MATERIEl. LISTED IN OA PAM 310-1, DECEMBER 1979. 
8. AR 755- 2. 70/07/24. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY REGULATIONS. DISPOSAL OF EXCESS, SURPLUS, FOREIGN EXCESS, CAPTURED, 
AND UNWANTED MATERIEl. HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY. THE PENTAGON. WASHINGTON, DC. CHAPTER 2 PRESCRIBES 
PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING CAPTURED MATERIEl. 
9. ASUBJSCD 30- 3. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SECHEDULES. ORGANIZATION, MISSION, AND FUNCTION OF MILITARY 
, INTLLIGENCE UNITS. CITED IN FM55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
10. ASUBJSCD 30- 4. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. ORGANIZATION, MISSION, AND CAPABILITEIS OF MILITARY 
INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST TEAMS. CITED IN FM 55-8, TRANSPORTATION INTelLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
11. ASUBJSCD 30-19. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
TRANSPORTATION INTEllIGeNCE, .DECEMBER f961. 
12. ASUB.JSCD 30-.46. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
30-16, 1972. . 
13. ASUB.JSCD30-55; DEPARTMENT OF THt ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
55-B, TRANSPORTATION INTElLIGENCE, DECEMQeRt96f. 
14. ASUBJSCD 33-29. DePARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES. 
TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
15. ASUBJSCD 55-tO. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDUlES .. 
55-8. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
DOCUMeNT EXAMINATION (UNIT TRAINING). CITED IN FM 55-8, 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE PERSONNEL. CITED IN FM 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES OF THE UNITED STATES. CITED IN FM 
WEAPONS (INCLUDING FOREIGN WEAPONS). CITED IN FM 55-8, 
COLLECTION OF TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. CITED IN FM 
16. ASUBJSCD 55-14. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SUBJECT SCHEDULES.· TRAN.SPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
TRANSPORTATIoN INGELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 196 t. 
17. ATP 30- 15. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE UNITS. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. DECEMBER 1961. 
18. ATP 30-205. 53/03/30. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. UNIT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
COORDINATOR DETACHMENTS. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3. INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS. JANUARY 1953. 
3 
19. ATP 55-207. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING PROGRAMS. ARMY TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE TEAMS HA 
AND HB. CITED IN FM 55-8. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 1961. 
20. CIR 1, SEC I. 45/01/05. CIRCULAR. INDIA-BURMA THEATER. RECOVERY AND DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED AND ABANDONED 
ENEMY MATERIEL. EXTRACT QUOTED IN: SCHIFFMAN, MAURICE K. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II. 
MILITARY REVIEW. 31(10):43. 1952 JANUARY. . 
21. CIR 1, SEC II. 45/01/05. CIRCULAR. INDIA-BURMA THEATER. RETENTION OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TROPHIES BY MILITARY 
PERSONNEL. EXTRACT QUOTED IN: SCHIFFMAN, MAURICE K. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN THE PACIFIC IN WORLD WAR II. 
MILITARY REVIEW. 31(10):43. 1952 JANUARY. 
22. CIR 31. 1943 MAY 27. UNITED STARES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST, APO 501. DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED ENEMY EQUIPMENT. 
CIRCULAR. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FILE REFERENCE FEGD 386.3. 
23. CIR 83. 1944 SEPTEMBER 23. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST. APO 501. DISPOSITION OF CAPTURED ENEMY 
EQUIPMENT AND DOCUMENTS. CIRCULAR. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED ALL OR 
PART OF 12 CIRCULARS. AMPLIFIES PROVISIONS OF WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR 217, SEC VIII. 1944. 
24. COMINCH FILE FFI/QB SERIAL 003686. 1944 DECEMBER 26. COMMANoER-IN-CHIEF UNITED STATES FLEET AND CHIEF OF NAVAL 
OPERATIONS. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE. [LETTER WITH WIDE DISTRIBUTION]. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU 
HISTORY. DESCRIBES THE MISSION AND FUNCTION OF THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION (NAVTECMISEU) AUTHORIZED BY THE 
SECRETARY OF THE NAVY ON 4 DECEMBER 1944. 
25. COMNAVEU CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM NO.4. 1944 NOVEMBER 1. UNITED STATES FLEET. HEADQUARTERS OF THE COMMANDER TWELFTH 
FLEET, FPO. NEW YORK. ENEMY TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN EUROPE. COMNAVEU CONFIDENTIAL MEMORANDUM. REPRODUCED IN: 
NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. CANCELS COMNAVEU MEMORANDUM NO. 32. 1944 JUNE 14. 
26. DA GO 3. 85/02/15/ DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. US ARMY INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. A BRIEF DIRECTIVE 
REORGANIZING THE AlA WHICH IS A FIELD OPERATING AGENCY OF THE ARMY ASSISTANT OF STAFF FOR INTELLIGENCE. AlA HAS 
OPERATIONAL CONTROL OVER THE FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER AND OVER THE MISSILE INTELLIGNECE AGENCY 
ACCORDING TO THE ORDER. SUPERSEDED DA GENERAL ORDER 18. 15 JUNE 1984. 
27. DA GO 39. SEC IV. 49/08/18. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. A 
ONE-SENTENCE ORDER ESTABLISHING THE AGENCY. 
28. DA GO 57. SEC VIII. 62/09/27. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GENERAL ORDERS. US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
CENTER. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. ESTABLISHED THE CENTER AND 
TRANSFERED THE FUNCTIONS. PERSONNEL, RECORDS. AND EQUIPMENT OF THE CHEMICAL. ORDNANCE. SIGNAL CORPS. 
TRANSPORTATION. AND QUARTERMASTER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO IT. 
29. DA PAM 30- 5-4. 51/10/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT, VOL. V. 
ENGINEER EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3. INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS. 1 AUGUST 1953. 
30. oA PAM 30- 11-1. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
(SECTION I. USSR). CITED IN FM 11-30. 1956. 
FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT. VOL. VI. SIGNAL EQUIPMENT 
31. DA PAM 30- 11-2. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT. [VOL. VI.] SIGNAL 
EQUIPMENT. (SECTION II, SOVIET SATELLITES). CITED IN FM 11-30. 1956. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
32. DA PAM 30- 26. 58/08/11. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. A GUIDE TO THE COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. "THIS PAMPHLET IS DESIGNED TO ASSIST OBSERVERS .. 
IN PREPARING REPORTS . . . CONCERNING WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT . . . THE ACCOMPANYING SERIES OF ILLUSTRATIONS GIVES 
THE PROPER NOMENCLATURE OF THE MORE IMPORTANT FEATURES IN THE VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF EQUIPMENT."--THE FORWARD. 
SUPERSEDED DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY BOOKLET, "A GUIDE TO THE COLLECTION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE (PART I)," JULY 
1950. RESCINDED BY DA CIRCULAR 310-31, APRIL 1965. 
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33. DA PAM 30- 50-1. 53/03/15. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. HANDBOOK ON THE SOVIET AND SATELLITE ARMIES. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
34. DA PAM 30- 51. 52/09/30. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
310-20-3, INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. 
HANDBOOK OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST ARMY. LISTED IN SR 
35. DA PAM 30-100. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: TELECOMMUNICATIONS. CITED IN FM 
55-8, 1961. 
36. DA PAM 30-102. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: IDENTIFICATION OF SMD. CITED IN FM 
55-8, 1961. 
37. DA PAM 30-103. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE FOR JOINT USAGE: INFRARED. CITED IN 
FM 55-8, 1961. 
38. DA PAM 30-104. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE: TRANSPORTATION. CITED IN FM 55-8, 
1961. 
39. DA PAM 30-105. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION GUIDE CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND 
RADIOLOGICAL WARFARE. 
40. DA PAM 30-115. 58/07. 
41. DA PAM 310- 1. 79/12. 
310-1, 15 MAY 1979. 
CITED IN FM 55-8, 1961. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT RECOGNITION HANDBOOK, MIDDLE EAST. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATIONS. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 
42. DA PAM 310- 3. 80/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. INDEX OF DOCTRINAL, TRAINING, AND ORGANIZATIONAL 
PUBLICATIONS. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 310-3, 1 SEPTEMBER 1978. 
43. DA PAM 310- 4. 77/10. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PAMPHLET. 
310-4, 29 NOVEMBER 1974. 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. SUPERSEDED DA PAM 
44. DCID NO. 3/4. 52/08/14. DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE. PRODUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE. CITED ON PAGE 308 IN THE SOVIET ESTIMATE BY JOHN PRADOS. 
45. DCID NO. 3/5 ~~EW StRIES). 63/07/25. DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE. PRODUCTION OF SCIENTIFIC AND 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. A "SANITIZED COPY" MARKED "DECLASSIFIED 15/12/76" WAS GIVEN THE COMPILER BY JOHN PRADOS, 
AUTHOR OF THE SOVIET ESTIMATE. SUPERSEDED DCID NO. 3/5 OIHJ S(!RHS), 3 FEBRUARY 1959. 
46. DIRECTIVE 3A. 1945 MAY 5. TENTH ARMY, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, APO 357. CAPTURED JAPANESE EQUIPMENT. 
OPERATIONAL DIRECTIVE. REPRODUCED IN: OKINAWA REPORT. 
47. DOD DIRECTIVE 5105.28. 64/04/27. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE. DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE). INCLUDED AS AN APPENDIX TO ARMY REGATION AR 381-9, 5 JULY 1967. SUPERSEDED DOD DIRECTIVE 5105.28, 
1 DECEMBER 1962. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
48. 000 DIRECTIVE 6420.1. 82/12/09. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DIRECTIVE. ARMED FORCES MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE CENTER. 
REPLACED ARMY REGULATION 10-50, 1915 JUNE 16. THIS DIRECTIVE RECONSTITUTED THE ARMY MEDICAL INTELLIGENCE AND 
INFORMATION AGENCY AS A JOINT ARMED FORCES AGENCY. 
49. DST-1110H-163-16. 16/12. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE PRODUCT. JOHNSON, HAROLD E. SMALL ARMS 
IDENTIFICATION AND OPERATION GUIDE, FREE WORLD. SUPERSEDED ST-HB-01-163-14. 
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50. FILE REFERENCE AG 321. 19MIO. 40/06/06. WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. INTELLIGENCE SECTIONS IN THE OF'FICE OF THE CHIEFS OF 
ARMS AND SERVICES. CITED IN GREEN, CONSTANCE MCLAUGHLIN, AND OTHERS. THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT: PLANNING MUNITIONS 
FOR WAR. WASHINGTON, DC: OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF MILITARY HISTORY; 1955 ON PAGE 215. THIS IS A LETTER TO THE 
CHIEFS OF ALL ARMS AND SERVICES. THE LETTER SET UP A DECENTRALIZED INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM WITH INTELLIGENCE SECTIONS 
IN THE OFFICES OF THE HEADS OF THE VARIOUS WAR DEPARTMENT BUREAUS. 
51. FILE REFERENCE AG 322,OPGB. 1944 APRIL 22. EUROPEAN THEATER OF OPERATIONS, UNITED STATES ARMY, APO 887. ENEMY 
EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. (LETTER TO) CHIEFS OF SUPPLY SERVICES, APO {887] AND APO 811. REPRODUCED 
IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. IMPLEMENTS A LETTER FROM THE COMMANDING GENERAL, ARMY SERVICES 
FORCES, ON THE SAME SUBJECT, DATED 1944 MARCH 14. 
52. FILE REFERENCE AG 350.05 (21 AUGUST 1944) OB-S-B-E-AFABI-M. 44/09/18. WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. (JAPANESE AIR FORCE 
EQUIPMENT]. CITED IN WD CIR 13, 1945. 
53. FILE REFERENCE AG 386.3 (2 MARCH 1944) OB-S-B-M. 44/03/10. WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. DESTRUCTION BY SOUVENIR HUNTERS 
OF VALUABLE INTELLIGENCE DATA. CITED IN WD CIRCULAR 13, 1945. 
54. FILE REFERENCE CIOS/118/8/S. 1945 FEBRUARY 26. COMBINED INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES SUB-COMMITTEE, C/O G-2 DIVISION, 
SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (REAR). PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF CIOS PLAN FOR RAPID APPRAISAL AND 
ASSESSMENT OF TARGETS UNDER CONDITtONS OF GERMAN COLLAPSE. MEMORANDUM. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
INCLOSURE 1 LISTS THE LEADERS OF THE VARIOUS EXPLOITATION GROUPS AND INCLOSURE 2 SHOWS THE STRENGTH OF EACH. THE 
SUPREME HEADQUARTERS ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS DURING THE ALLIED 
CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
55. FILE REFERENCE eIOS/118/8/S. 1945 FEBRUARY 21. COMBINED INTELLIGENCE OBJECTIVES SUB-COMMITTEE, C/O G-2 DIVISION, 
SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE (REAR). PLAN FOR CONSOLIDATED ADVANCE FIELD TEAMS. [LETTER TO] 
ALL MEMBERS CIOS. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. FORWARDED A "PRELIMINARY OUTLINE OF CIOS PLAN" DATED 26 
FEBRUARY 1945. "SHAEF"-SUPREME HEADQUARTERS, ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE-WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS 
DURING THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
56. FILE REFERENCE CSBT 386.3. 1945 MAY 25. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, OFFICE OF THE A.C. OF S., G-2, APO 
107. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. [LETTER TO] ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2, GHG, SWPA, APO 500, THRU 
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, G-2, USAFFE, APO 501. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A 
DETAILED PLAN FOR COORDINATING TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES OF ARMY FORCES IN THE PACIFIC AREA. 
57. FILE REFERENCE FEGB 323.361. 1943 DECEMBER 22. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST, APO 501. RESPONSIBILITY 
FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO) COMMANDING GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, APO 501. 
REPROOUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED LETTER FEGB 323.361, 1943 NOVEMBER 9, ON THE 
SAME SUBJECT. 
58. FILE REFERENCE FEGB 386.3. 1944 APRIL 13. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST, APO 501. 1ST INDORSEMENT TO 
WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER, 14 MARCH 1944, SUBJECT: ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING 
GENERAL, USASOS, APO 501. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. REQUESTS RECOMMENDATIONS ON 
IMPLEMENTING THE LETTER. 
59. FILE REFERENCE FEGB 386.3. 1945 FEBRUARY 8. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST, APO 501. NAMEPLATES AND 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 6 
SERIAL NUMBER DATA FOR CAPTURED JAPANESE MATERIEL OTHER THAN AIRCRAFT. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING GENERALS. SIXTH ARMY. 
APO 442; EIGHTH ARMY. APO 343; FEAF. APO 925; USASOS. APO 707. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. 
60. FILE REFERENCE FEGD 386.3. 1944 APRIL 29. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES IN THE FAR EAST. APO 501. 3RD INDORSEMENT TO 
WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. 14 MARCH 1944. SUBJECT: ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING 
GENERAL. USASOS. APO 501. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. APPROVES APPENDIX B TO THE 
WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. "TABLE OF EQUIPMENT (SPECIAL). ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS." 
61. FILE REFERENCE GBI/SS/322-23. 1945 APRIL 6. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS. ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE. OFFICE OF THE 
ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF. G-2. MAIN HEADQUARTERS. WORKING AGREEMENT BETWEEN NAVAL TARGET SUB-DIVISION AND 
INTELLIGENCE TARGETS "T" SUB-DIVISION ON CONTROL OF NAVAL TARGET SUB-DIVISION TEAMS. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU 
HISTORY. 
62. FILE REFERENCE GBI/SS/322-23. 1945 MAY 1. SUPREME HEADQUARTERS. ALLIED EXPEDITIONARY FORCE. OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT 
CHIEF OF STAFF. G-2. MAIN HEADQUARTERS. NAVAL REQUIREMENTS REGARDING TARGET INVESTIGATION TEAMS. [LETTER TO] 
COMMODORE H.A. SCHADE. USN. AND CAPTAIN J.H. LEWES. RN. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE SUPREME 
HEADQUARTERS OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS DURING THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
63. FILE REFERENCE GSB 386.3. 1944 JANUARY 20. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY. OFFICE OF THE A.C. OF S .. G-2. APO 
501. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES. [LETTER TO] CHIEFS OF SERVICES. HEADQUARTERS. USASOS. APO 501. 
REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. CITES LETTER HQ USAFFE. FEGB 323.361. 1943 DECEMBER 22. 
"RESPONSIBILITY FOR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE." 
64. FILE REFERENCE GSB 386.3. 1944 MAY 18. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY. APO 501. 2ND INDORSEMENT TO WAR 
DEPARTMENT LETTER. 14 MARCH 1944. SUBJECT: ENEMY EQUIPMENT INTELLIGENCE SERVICE TEAMS. [LETTER TO] COMMANDING 
GENERAL. USAFFE. APO 501. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RECOMMENDS ADOPTION OF THE 
TABLE OF EQUIPMENT APPENDED TO THE WAR DEPARTMENT LETTER. 
65. FILE REFERENCE [CSBR] 386.3 1945 FEBRUARY 13. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING 
GENERAL. APO 707. NAMEPLATES AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO] COMMANOING GENERALS. BASE SECTION USASOS, 
APO 923; INTERMEDIATE SECTION USASOS, APO 503; LUZON BASE SECTION. APO 70; BASE M. APO 70; COMMANDING OFFICER. BASE 
K. APO 72; USASOS GENERAL DEPOT, APO 503; LEYTE ENGINEER DISTRICT. APO 72; LUZON ENGINEER DISTRICT. APO 70; USASOS 
GENERAL AND SPECIAL STAFF SECTIONS. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTDRY. 
66. FILE 
I 67. FM 
V 68. FM 
/ 69. FM 
70. FM 
71. FM 
REFERENCE [CSBT] 386.3. 1945 SEPTEMBER 17. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES WESTERN PACIFIC. OFFICE OF THE COMMNDING 
GENERAL. APO [707]. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. [LETTER TO] COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES. PACIFIC. 
APO 500. REPROOUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RECOMMENDS TRANSFER OF THE 5250TH TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE COMPANY FROM THE ARMY FAR EAST COMMAND TO THE NEW PACIFIC COMMAND. 
3- 85. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
INTELLIGENCE. JUNE 1961. 
CHEMICAL SERVICE UNITS. CITED IN FM 30-16, TECHNICAL 
3-130. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
CITED IN FM 55-8,1961. 
US ARMY CHEMICAL. BIOLOGICAL AND RADIOLOGICAL (CBR) INTELLIGENCE. 
5-30. 59/05/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. CITED IN FM 5-30. 1967. 
5-30. 67/09/22. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS. GA. MOOIFIEO BY CHANGE 1. 1971 OCTOBER 1. SUPERSEDEO FM 5-30, 1959 MAY 26. 
6-130. 48/06/03. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
INDEX TO TRAINING PUBLICATIONS. 1 AUGUST 1953. 
FIELD ARTILLERY INTELLIGENCE. LISTEO IN SR 310-20-3. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
72. FM 11-30. 56/08/13. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. SIGNAL CORPS TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: US ARMY 
MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. MODIFIED BY CHANGE " 1961 NOVEMBER 1. SUPERSEDED FM 11-35, 
1942 SEPTEMBER 2. 
73. FM 11-35. 42/09/02. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE. CITED IN FM 11-30, 1956. 
74. FM 21- 6. 45/06/10. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. LIST AND INDEX OF WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. HELD BY: LOVE 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED FM 21-6, 1945 MAY 10. 
75. FM 21- 6. 48/04/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. LIST AND INDEX OF DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. 
HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED FM 21-6, 1948 JANUARY 10. 
76. FM 30-15. 40/07/22. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL, REPATRIATES, DOCUMENTS, AND 
MATERIEL. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED BASIC FIELD MANUAL 
VOL. X, PT. 3, 21 FEBRUARY 1939. MODIFIED BY WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR 81, 6 NOVEMBER 1942. 
77. FM 30-15. 43/12/07. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE--EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL, 
REPATRIATES, DOCUMENTS, AND MATERIEL. CITED IN FM 30-15, 1945. 
78. FM 30-15. 45/06/11. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. EXAMINATION OF ENEMY PERSONNEL, REPATRIATES, CIVILIANS, 
DOCUMENTS AND MATERIEL. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA, SUPERSEDED FM 
30-15,1943 DECEMBER 7, WITH CHANGE 1,1944 JULY 15. 
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79, FM 30-15. 51/09/21. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. EXAMINATION OF PERSONNEL AND DOCUMENTS. HELD BY: LOVE 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED FM 30-15, 1945 JUNE 11. "FM 30-16, WHEN PUBLISHED, WILL 
SET FORTH DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING ENEMY MATERIEL" (FROM THE FORWARD). THE "REFERENCES" LISTS FM 30-16 WITH 
THE TITLE "EXAMINATION OF MATERIEL." 
80. FM 30-15. 78/09/29. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. INTELLIGENCE INTERROGATION. MODIFIED BY CHANGE " 1982 
AUGUST 6. SUPERSEDED FM 30-15, 1973 JUNE 1. 
vi 81. FM 30-16. 53/06/29, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. LISTED IN SR 310-20-3, INDEX 
OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS, 1 AUGUST 1953. THIS MANUAL DISCUSSES TOPICS PREVIOUSLY COVERED IN FM 30-15. 
vl82. FM 30-16. 55/08/26. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
83. FM 30-16. 61/06/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1955 AUGUST 26. 
CITED IN FM 30-16, 1961. 
HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
84. FM 30-16. 66/09/19. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. TECHNICAl. INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. MODIFIED BY CHANGE " 1967 JUNE 15. SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1961 JUNE 12. THE 
DATE SHOWN ON THE COVER IS "AUGUST 1966.· 
85. FM 30-16. 69/02/28. 
86. FM 30-16. 72/07/31. 
FEBRUARY 28. 
\j 87. FM 55- 8. 56/10/12, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE. 
CITED IN FM 30-16, 1972. 
SUPERSEDED FM 30-16, 1969 
TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. CITED IN FM 55-8, 1956. 
88. FM 55- 8. 61/12/06. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. SUPERSEDED FM 55-8, 1956 OCTOBER 12. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 
89. FM 101- 10-2. 65/01/19. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. 
HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, 
FM 101-10, PART II, 14 DECEMBER 1961. THIS "STAFF OFFICERS' 
TYPES OF TEAMS AUTHORIZED BY TOE'S INCLUDING MANY TECHNICAL 
EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. 
GA. MODIFIED CHANGE 1, 23 JUNE 1965. SUPERSEDED 
MANUAL" GIVES BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DIFFERENT 
INTELLIGENCE TEAMS. 
90. FM 101- 10-2. 77/07/15. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY FIELD MANUAL. EXTRACTS OF NONDIVISIONAL TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND 
EQUIPMENT. HELD BY: MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. SUPERSEDED FM 101-10-2, 15 
JULY 1975. GIVES BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF VARIOUS TYPES OF UNITS INCLUDING TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANIES AND 
DETACHMENTS. 
91. FM-E 101-10. 42/10/01. WAR DEPARTMENT FIELD MANUAL. ENEMY FORCES: ORGANIZATION. TECHNICAL, AND LOGISTICAL DATA. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. HAD TWO CHANGES. 
92. FT-F-122-2. 51/04. FOREIGN FIRING TABLES. ORDNANCE INTELLIGENCE, ORDNANCE CORPS. FOREIGN FIRING TABLES FOR 
SOVIET GUN, SELF-PROPELLED, 122MM, MODEL 1944, A-19S; GUN, SELF-PROPELLED, 122MM, MODEL 1943, D-25S; [AND] GUN, 
TANK, 122MM,MODEL 0-25, FIRING ARMOR PIERCING PROJECTILE BR-471; HIGH EXPLOSIVE FRAGMENTATION PROJECTILE, OF-471; 
[OR] HIGH EXPLOSIVE FRAGMENTATION PROJECTILE, OF-471H. THIS IS A TRANSLATION OF SOVIET FIRING TABLE 144T DATED 
1944. 
93. GO 2. 1944 JANUARY 3. GENERAL ORDERS. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, OFFICE OF THE COMMANDING GENERAL, 
APO 501. ORGANIZATION OF UNIT. [THE 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY, SEPARATE (PROVISIONAL)]. 
REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. FILE REFERENCE GSXM 322. 
94. GO 9. 1945 OCTOBER 2. GENERAL ORDERS. SUPREME COMMANDER FOR THE ALLIED POWERS, APO 500. JAPANESE MILITARY 
INTELLIGENCE TARGETS. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A PLAN FOR EXPLOITATION OF 
INTELLIGENCE TARGETS IN JAPAN AND KOREA. 
8 
95. GO 10. 62/08/17. GENERAL ORDERS. US ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND, WASHINGTON, DC. ORGANIZATION OF UNITS AND ASSIGNMENT 
OF TABLE OF DISTRIBUTION NUMBERS TO INSTALLATIONS AND ACTIVITIES UNDER COMMAND JURISDICTION OF HQ US ARMY MATERIEL 
COMMAND. DISCONTINUED THE CHEMICAL CORPS, ORDNANCE TECHNICAL, SIGNAL CORPS, TRANSPORTATION, AND QUARTERMASTER 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES WHICH WERE ABSORBED BY THE US ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER (FSTC). ALSO 
TRANSFERRED THRESIGNAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS TO FSTC. 
96. GO 337. 1945 NOVEMBER 20. GENERAL ORDERS. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC, APO 500. ESTABLISHMENT OF 5250TH 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANY. REPRODUCED IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RECONSTITUTED THE 
COMPANY AS PART OF SPECIAL TROOPS, GENERAL HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC (ADVANCE), APO 500. 
97. GO 369. 1945 NOVEMBER 30. GENERAL ORDERS. UNITED STATES ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC, APO 500. DISCONTINUANCE OF THE 
5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY (PROVISIONAL). REPRODUCEO IN: SW PACIFIC TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. DISCONTINUED THE COMPANY AS A PROVISIONAL UNIT AND TRANSFERED ITS PERSONNEL TO THE NEWLY CONSTITUTED 
COMPANY SET UP BY HQ, US ARMY FORCES, PACIFIC, GO 337, 1945. 
98. GTA 17-2-8. 
99. GTA 44-2-6. 
77 /02. 
79/10. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS. 
ARMORED VEHICLE RECOGNITION. 
AIRCRAFT RECOGNITION PLAYING CARDS. 
100. G2 MEMORANDUM 29. 1945 MARCH 22. SUPREME HEAOQUARTERS, ALLIEO EXPEDITIONARY FORCE, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF 
STAFF, G-2, MAIN HEADQUARTERS. ESTABLISHMENT OF NAVAL-TARGET SUBDIVISION [IN THE G-2 DIVISION]. G-2 MEMORANDUM. 
REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE SUPREME HEADQUARTERS OR "SHAEF" WAS GENERAL EISENHOWER'S HEADQUARTERS 
DURING THE ALLIED CAMPAIGN IN EUROPE. 
101. JCS PUB. 1. 79/06/01. JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF PUBLICATION. DICTIONARY OF MILITARY AND ASSOCIATED TERMS. THE 
DEFINITION OF "SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE" APPLYS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AND THE INTERAMERICAN 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 9 
DEFENSE BOARD. THE DEFINITION OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE APPLYS TO NATO AND CENTO. 
102. MEMORANDUM 35-45. 1945 JULY 30. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE, FLEET POST OFFICE, NEW YORK, NY. TECHNICAL, 
LETTER, AND NARRATIVE REPORTS--PREPARATION OF. NAVTECMISEU MEMORANDUM. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
103. NAVEXOS P-388(REV.). 51/07. NAVY DEPARTMENT MANUAL. NAVY CORRESPONDENCE MANUAL. 
104. OP-16 SECRET SERIAL NO. 02019116. 1944 AUGUST 13. CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS (DIRECTOR OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE). 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS [APPOINTING CPT SCHADE THE "SENIOR US NAVY MEMBER OF THE ALSOS INTELLIGENCE MISSION"] [LETTER 
TO] CAPTAIN HENRY A. SCHADE, USN. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. THE ALSOS MISSION WAS A WAR DEPARTMENT 
INTELLIGENCE MISSION TO GERMANY AT THE END OF WORLD WAR II. 
105. ORDER 327. 1942 AUGUST 19. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE. PROCEOURE FOR HANDLING FOREIGN ORDNANCE MATERIEL 
RECEIVED IN THIS COUNTRY FOR INFORMATION. ORONANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. SUPERSEDED ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER 235, 1942 FEBRUARY 1. THE ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT WAS ONE 
OF THE TECHNICAL SERVICES OF THE US ARMY. 
106. ORDER 344. 1942 OCTOBER 12. OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE. FUNCTIONS OF ORDNANCE INTELLIGENCE AND USE OF ITS 
FACILITIES. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT ORDER. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. THE ORDNANCE 
DEPARTMENT WAS ONE OF THE TECHNICAL SERVICES OF THE US ARMY. 
107. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 2. 45/01. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF 
JAPANESE MILITARY BUILDINGS. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
108. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 3. 45/02. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF 
JAPANESE GUNS, ANTI-AIRCRAFT & COASTAL DEFENSE. HELD BY: LOVE THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
109. PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 3, SUPPLEMENT TO. 45/09. AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL 
INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. JAPANESE GUNS, ANTI-AIRCRAFT & COASTAL 
DEFENSE. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
110. 
111 . 
112. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 5. 45/03. 
THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. THE TITLE PAGE SHOWS THE 
CENTER, NAVY YARD, WASHINGTON 25, DC. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 33. 44/05. 
THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY DEPARTMENT. 
OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER REPORT 41. 44/10. 
THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, NAVY OEPARTMENT. 
NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. 
AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF 
JAPANESE AIRCRAFT. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF 
ORIGINATOR AS: THE UNITED STATES NAVAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE 
AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF 
JAPANESE AIRCRAFT SHELTERS. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY 
AIR INTELLIGENCE GROUP, DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF 
JAPANESE LANDING CRAFT. HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF 
113. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1953 AUGUST:55-61. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE, CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 1 JANUARY 1953 TO 30 JUNE 1953, A HISTORICAL 
REPORT. MAPPING ANO STRATEGIC INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT 
BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
114. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1954 OCTOBER: 126-128. IN: SNODGRASS, RAYMOND J. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS 
OF THE ORDNANCE CORPS, JULY 1953-JUNE 1954. INTELLIGENCE, SECURITY AND SAFETY. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 10 
HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
OF ORDNANCE. 
THE AUTHOR WORKED FOR THE HISTORICAL BRANCH, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 
115. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1957 AUGUST:84-87. IN: US ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS HISTORICAL OFFICE. SUMMARY OF MAJOR 
EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED STATES ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1957. INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: CENTER OF 
MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
116. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1957 MARCH: 13-14. IN: ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF 
ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS ANO PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1956. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
117. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1958 MAY:20-21. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY 
OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1957. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
118. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6. 1959 MARCH:82-85. IN: US ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS HISTORICAL OFFICE. SUMMARY OF MAJOR 
EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED STATES CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1958. INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY 
HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
119. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). FY 1955:16-17. IN: SIGNAL CORPS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS. 
INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. A BRIEF 
REPORT. 
120. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 1956 DECEMBER 1:1906-115. IN: HISTORICAL OFFICE, UNITED STATES ARMY CHEMICAL 
CORPS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... UNITED STATES ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS, FISCAL YEAR 1955 . 
INTELLIGENCE. HELD BY: CENTER OF MILITARY HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY, WASHINGTON, DC. 
121. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 1958DECEMBER:26-30. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1958. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
122. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 1960 OCTOBER: 16-22. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... FISCAL YEAR 1959. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. HELD BY: HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
123. REPORTS CONTROL SYMBOL CSHIS-6(R1). 1961 APRIL:61-68. IN: HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS ... 1 JULY 1959 TO 30 JUNE 1960. ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE AND MAPPING. HELD BY: 
HISTORICAL DIVISION, US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, FT BELVOIR, VA 22060. 
124. SECRET MEMORANDUM NO.2. 1945 JANUARY 22. UNITED STATES FLEET, HEADQUARTERS OF THE COMMANDER TWELFTH FLEET, FPO, NEW 
YORK. ESTABLISHMENT OF TECHNICAL SERVICES SECTION OF THE INTELLIGENCE DIVISION. COMNAVEU SECRET MEMORANDUM. 
REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. SETS UP A SECTION TO ACT AS LIAISON BETWEEN THE NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN 
EUROPE AND THE ALLIED COMMAND THERE. 
125. SERIAL 02965416. 1944 DECEMBER 29. DIRECTOR OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS, 
WASHINGTON, DC. US NAVAL TECHNICAL MISSION IN EUROPE--NAVY DEPARTMENT ORGANIZATIONS. (LETTER TO] ALL BRANCHES AND 
SECTIONS, DIVISION OF INTELLIGENCE. REPRODUCED IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. SETS UP AN OFFICE TO ACT AS LIAISON 
BETWEEN THE TECHNICAL MISSION AND THE NAVAL BUREAUCRACY "IN WASHINGTON. 
126. SERIAL 4009. 1944 JUNE 30. SCHADE, H.A .• CAPTAIN, USN, ALSOS INTELLIGENCE MISSION, AMERICAN EMBASSY, OFFICE OF THE 
NAVAL ATTACHE, LONDON. PROPOSED PLAN FOR ACTIVITY OF NAVAL REPRESENTATION THE ALSOS MISSION. (LETTER TO] 
COORDINATOR OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, SECRETARY'S OFFICE, NAVY DEPARTMENT, VIA COMMANDER, US NAVAL FORCES IN 
EUROPE. REPRODUCEO IN: NAVTECMISEU HISTORY. 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 05/21/85 11 
127. SR 11-10-50. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM. CITED IN 
ENGINEER HISTORICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS. SUMMARY OF MAJOR EVENTS AND PROBLEMS, FISCAL YEAR 
1954. 1954 SEPTEMBER:58. 
128. SR 310-20-1. 49/02/09 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. NUMBERING DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. 
HELD BY: LOVE LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, LINCOLN, NE. SUPERSEDED AR 310-20, SEC III, 1946 JULY 1. 
129. SR 310-20-3. 53/08/85. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. INDEX OF TRAINING PUBLICATIONS. HELD BY: THE 
PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. SUPERSEDED SR 310-20-3, 30 JANUARY 1953. THIS REGULATION WAS 
MODIFIED BY FOOUR CHANGES. 
130. SR 310-20-4. 54/02/08. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS... HELD BY: THE 
PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. SUPERSEOED SR 310-20-4, 17 APRIL 1953. THIS REGULATION WAS 
MODIFIED BY FOUR CHANGES. 
131. SR 310-20-5. 45/06. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE PUBLICATIONS. HELD BY: 
PERKINS LIBRARY, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED SR 310-20-5, 1 JANUARY 1954. 
132. SR 320- 5-1. 53/11/24. OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. OICTIONARY OF UNITED STATESS ARMY TERMS. HELD 
BY: PERKINS LIBRARY, OUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEOEO SR 320-5-1, 3 AUGUST 1950. CONTAINS DEFINITIONS OF 
SEVERAL TYPES OF TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE INCLUDING CHEMICAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE, SIGNAL CORPS INTELLIGENCE, AND 
TRANSPORTATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE IN ADDITION TO BASIC DEFINITIONS OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE. 
133. SR 550-25-1. 
HISTORY 
134. SR 550-25-1. 
HISTORY 
AS AFR 
48/12/06. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. WAR TROPHIES. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. APPLIES TO AIR FORCE PERSONNEL AS AFR 75-19. 
51/02/02. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REQULATIONS. WAR TROPHIES. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY 
INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED SR 550-25-1, 6 DECEMBER 1948. APPLIES TO AIR FORCE PERSONNEL 
75-19. 
135. SR 550-25-1. 52/01/11. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY SPECIAL REGULATIONS. RETENTION OF WAR TROPHIES AND REGISTRATION OF 
WAR TROPHY FIREARMS. HELD BY: PERKINS LIBRARY, DUKE UNIVERSITY, DURHAM, NC. SUPERSEDED SR 55-25-1, 2 FEBRUARY 
1951. HAS THREE CHANGES. THIS REGULATION APPLIES TO AIR FORCE AND NAVY PERSONNEL (AS AFR 125-39 AND OPNAV INST 
5800.4). 
136. ST 7-151-1. FY 81. USA INFANTRY SCHOOL, RED TEAM. KOMRAD IVAN: AN INTRODUCTION TO YOUR WARSAW PACT COUNTERPART. 
" ... A READY REFERENCE TO KEY WARSAW PACT WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" (THE FORWARD). 
137. ST 7-193. FY 82. UNITED STATES ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL, FORT BENNING, GEORGIA 31905. TANK IDENTIFICATION HANDBOOK. 
138. TAlC SUMMARY NO.1. 1944 AUGUST. TECHNICAL AIR INTELLIGENCE CENTER, NAVAL AIR STATION, ANACOSTIA, DC. TECHNICAL 
AIR INTELLIGENCE (TAl), ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS. AVAILABLE FROM: OPERATIONAL ARCHIVES, US NAVAL HISTORICAL 
DIVISION, WASHINGTON, DC. "ISSUED BY THE DIVISION OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE BY COMBINED PERSONNEL OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND BRITISH SERVICES FOR THE USE OF ALLIED FORCES." THE CENTER WAS A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION 
CONCERNED WITH JAPANESE AIRCRAFT AND RELATED EQUIPMENT. 
139. TB MED 18. 44/03/10. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON DUTCH NEW GUINEA. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
140. TB MED 20. 44/03/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MARIANA ISLANDS. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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141. TB MED 24. 44/03/27. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE KURILE ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
142. TB MED 26. 44/03/30. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE AEGEAN ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
143. TB MED 27. 44/04/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
144. TB MED 29. 44/04/04. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
145. TB MED 30. 44/04/08. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
146. TB MED 36. 44/04/27. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
147. TB MED 38. 44/05/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON GERMANY. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON NORWAY. LISTED IN FM 21-6. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FORMOSA. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BELGIUM. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FRANCE. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
148. TB MED 39. 44/05/08. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA DN THE NETHERLANDS. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
149. TB MED 40. 44/05/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ALBANIA. LISTED IN FM 
150. TB MED 41. 44/05/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE PALAU ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
151. TB MED 46. 44/05/28. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
152. TB MED 49. 44/05/31. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KAMCHATKA. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON RUMANIA. LISTED IN FM 
153. TB MED 50. 44/05/31. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE CAROLINE ISLANDS. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
154. TB MED 52. 44/06/16. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
155. TB MED 54. 44/06/17. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
156. TB MED 55. 44/06/19. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
157. TB MED 56. 44/06/22. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6. A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX. 10 MAY 1945. 
158. TB MED 57. 44/06/23. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON DENMARK. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SWEDEN. LISTED IN FM 21-6. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SWITZERLAND. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PORTUGAL. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON GUAM. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
159. TB MED 58. 44/06/28. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
160. TB MED 59. 44/06/29. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BULGARIA. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON AUSTRIA. LISTED IN FM 
161. TB MED 61. 44/06/30. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CRETE. LISTED IN FM·21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
162. TB MED 63. 44/07/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
163. TB MED 64. 44/07/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
164. TB MED 66. 44/07/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
165. TB MED 67. 44/07/19. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THAILAND. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON TURKEY. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FINLAND. LISTED IN FM 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CELEBES. LISTED IN FM 
166. TB MED 68. 44/07/18. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
167. TB MED 70. 44/07/21. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MOLUKKEN ISLANDS AND 
ISLANDS IN THE EASTERN PART OF THE BANDA SEA. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 
1945. 
168. TB MED 73. 44/07/31. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON YUGOSLAVIA. LISTED IN FM 
169. TB MED 75. 44/09/14. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE LESSER SUNDA AND 
SOUTHWESTERN ISLANDS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
170. TB MED 77. 44/08/02. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BURMA. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
171. TB MED 79. 44/08/04. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ERITREA. LISTED IN FM 
172. TB MED 83. 44/08/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE IZU, BONIN, KAZAN, AND 
MARCUS ISLANDS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
173. TB MED 86. 44/08/18. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON FRENCH INDO-CHINA. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
174. TB MED 88. 44/08/29. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KHABAROVSK KRAI AND MARITIME 
KRAI (FAR EASTERNTERRITORY) U.S.S.R. (EXCLUDING KAMCHATKA OBLAST). LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT 
PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
175. TB MED 90. 44/09/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ALGERIA. LISTED IN FM 
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176. TB MED 93. 44/09/16. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE DODECANESE ISLANDS. 
LISTEO IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
177. TB MED 95. 44/09/27. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BRITISH MALAYA. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
178. TB MED 98. 44/10/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON TUNISIA. LISTED IN FM 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
179. TB MED 102. 44/10/10. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON JAVA. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
180. TB MED 10S. 44/10/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR 
ISLANDS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
181. TB MED 107. 44/10/23. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CZECHOSLOVAKIA. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
182. TB MED 108. 44/10/24. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE RYUKYU ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
183. TB MED 109. 44/10/28. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CEYLON. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
184. TB MED 111. 44/11/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE MARSHALL ISLANDS. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR OEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. ONE CHHANGE LISTED. 
185. TB MED 113. 44/11/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BORNEO. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
186. TB MED 118. 44/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON HAINAN. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
187. TB MED 120. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SUMATRA. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
188. TB MED 123. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE AZORES. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
189. TB MED 125. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON CORSICA. 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
LISTED IN FM 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
190. TB MED 126. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PALESTINE AND TRANS-JORDAN. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
191. TB MED 128. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE LEVANT STATES (GREATER 
SYRIA). LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
192. TB MED 129. 45/01. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE GOLD COAST. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
LISTED IN FM 
193. TB MED 130. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON BRITISH SOMALILAND. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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194. TB MED 132. 45/01. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ITALIAN SOMALILAND. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
195. TB MED 139. 45/02. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON OSTROVA KOMANDORSKIYE. LISTED 
IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
196. TB MED 140. 45/02. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON HUNGRY. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
197. TB MED 146. 45/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PRATAS ISLAND. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
LISTED IN FM 
198. TB MED 150. 45/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SAKHALIN. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
199. TB MED 152. 45/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON PARCEL ISLANDS. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
LISTED IN FM 
200. TB MED 160. 45/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON JAPAN. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
201. TB MED 165. 45/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SPAIN ... 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
LISTED IN SR 
202. TB MED 171. 45/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON SOUTHEASTERN CHINA. LISTED IN 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
203. TB MED 174. 45/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON INDIA. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
204. TB MED 176. 45/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON POLAND AND DANZIG. LISTED IN 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
205. TB MED 178. 45/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ITALY. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
206. TB MED 179. 45/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON MOZAMBIQUE. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
LISTED IN SR 
207. TB MED 185. 45/07. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE BALEARIC ISLANDS. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
208. TB MED 189. 45/07/30. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE GILBERT AND ELLICE 
ISLANDS, OCEAN ISLAND, AND NAURU. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ...• 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
209. TB MED 192. 45/08/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE CANARY ISLANDS. 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
210. TB MED 197. 46/02/13. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON UGANDA. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. ' 
211. TB MED 208. 45/12/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KOREA. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
LISTED 
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212. TB MED 209. 45/11/28. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON IRKUTSK AND CHITA OBLASTS, 
AND THE YAKUT AND BURYAT-MONGOLIAN AUTONOMOUS REPUBLICS. HELD BY: UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, 
ATHENS, GA. A 40 PAGE PAMPHLET ON MEDICAL HAZARDS, SANITATION, AND PUBLIC HEALTH. 
213. TB MED 214. 46/02/16. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON EGYPT. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
214. TB MED 215. 46/02/14. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON EIRE. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
215. TB MED 216. 46/02/13. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON MANCHURIA. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
LISTED IN SR 
16 
216. TB MED 217. 46/02/13. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON THE IVORY COAST. LISTED IN 
SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
217. TB MED 219. 46/04/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON KARAFUTO. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
LISTED IN SR 
218. TB MED 220. 46/04/18. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON NORTHEASTERN CHINA. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
219. TB MED 225. 47/01/27. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. MEDICAL AND SANITARY DATA ON ARGENTINA. HELD BY: 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA. A 140 PAGE PAMPHLET ON MEDICAL HAZARDS, SANITATION, AND 
PUBLIC HEALTH. 
220. TB ORD E 2. 44/08/21. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN, ITALIAN, AND JAPANESE MATERIEL; PRELIMINARY FUEL 
AND LUBRICANT INSTRUCTIONS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
221. TB ORO 124. 42/06/11. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. DEPTH CHARGE, AIRCRAFT, 250 LB., MK. VIII (BRITISH). 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
222. TB SIG E 1. 44/01/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
223. TB SIG E 2. 44/01/28. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
224. TB SIG E 3. 44/02/10. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
GERMAN RADIO SETS TORN. FU. B1 
GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. FU. 02. 
GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. E. B. 
AND F. LISTED IN FM 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
225. TB SIG E 4. 44/02/25. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO RECIEVER, SPEZ 445B BS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
226. TB SIG E 5. 44/03/08. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTERS 10 W.S.C. AND 10 W.S.H. AND 
GERMAN RADIO RECIEVERS UKW. E. E. AND UKW. E. H. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 
1945. 
227. TB SIG E 7. 44/03/17. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO SET FUSPRECH. A. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
228. TB SIG E 8. 44/03/29. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTERS 20 W.S.C. AND 20 W.S.D. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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229. TB SIG E 9. 44/04/10. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 100 W.S. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
230. TB SIG E10. 44/04/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 80 W.S.A. LISTEO IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR OEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
231. TB SIG E11. 44/05/10. WAR OEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 30 W.S.A. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
232. TB SIG E12. 44/05/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO SETS FELDFU. B. AND FELDFU. C. LISTED IN 
FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
233. TB SIG E13. 44/05/25. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO SET SE 469 A. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
234. TB SIG E14. 44/06/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO RECEIVER KW. E.A. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
235. TB SIG E15. 
CABLE. 
44/06/26. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. DESCRIPTION AND USE OF CAPTURED ENEMY FIELD WIRE AND 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
236. TB SIG E16. 44/08/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN RADIO SET TORN. FU. G. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INOEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
237. TB SIG E17. 44/10/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RAOIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 6, WIRELESS SET, MARK 
23 TYPE H. TRANSMITTER. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
238. TB SIG E18. 44/11/08. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 97, LIGHT WIRELESS SET. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
239. TB SIG E19. 44/12/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 5, WIRELESS SET, MARK 
32 TYPE TRANSMITTER, MARK 32 TYPE RECEIVER. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
240. TB SIG E20. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL B.ULLETIN. POWER SUPPLIES FOR GERMAN RADIO SETS. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
241. TB SIG E21. 45/01. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MOBILE WIRELESS SET C, MARK 1, MARK 305 
TYPE TRANSMITTER. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
242. TB SIG E22. 45/01/09. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 95, MARK 4, SHORTWAVE 
TRANSMITTER, IMPROVEMENT 1. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
243. TB SIG E23. 45/02/10. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, MARK 2B, WIRELESS SET. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
244. TB SIG E24. 45/02. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
245. TB SIG E25. 45/02/24. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
GERMAN FIELD TELEPHONE MODEL 33. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR 
GERMAN RADIO TRANSMITTER 30 W.S./24B-120. LISTED IN FM 
246. TB SIG E26. 45/02/24. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. JAPANESE RADIO SET, MODEL 94, GROUND-AIR MARK 2 WIRELESS 
SET (TYPE2). LISTED IN FM 21-6, A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
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247. TB 
248. TB 
249. TB 
250. TB 
251. TB 
252. TB 
253. TB 
SIG E27. 45/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN OFFICE CONNECTION MODEL 33. LISTED IN FM 21-6, A 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
SIG E29. 45/04. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL BULLETIN. GERMAN SMALL SWITCHBOARD FOR 10 LINES. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
A WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS INDEX, 10 MAY 1945. 
SIG F- 2-RU. 52/10/06. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. COMMUNICATIONS IN RIFLE DIVISION USSR. 
LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SIG F- 3-RU. 53/09/09. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. COMMUNICATIONS IN TANK AND MECHANIZED 
DIVISIONS--USSR. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNCIAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SIG F-200-RU. 51/03/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SOVIET SWITCHBOARD TYPE K-10. LISTED IN SR 
SIG F-201-RU. 51/07/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SIG F-202-RU. 51/12/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
SOVIET FIELD TELEPHONE TYPE TAI-43. LISTED 
SOVIET FIELD WIRE HAND REEL. LISTED IN SR 
254. TB SIG F-203-RU. 51/1f/06 DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. SOVIET FIELD SWITCHBOARDS TYPES KOF-33 AND 
KOF-43. LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
255. TB SIG F-204-RU. 51/12/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. SOVIET FIELD TELEPHONE TYPE TABIP. LISTED 
256. 
257. 
258. 
259. 
IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
TB SIG F-205-RU. 
LISTED IN SR 
TB SIG F-206-RU. 
SR 310-20-4, 
TB SIG F-207-RU. 
PK-30( "K-30). 
TB SIG F-301-EG. 
DA PAM 310-4, 
51/04/06. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. SOVIET FIELD SWITCHBOARD TYPE PK-l0(11K-l0) 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
51/03/14. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. SOVIET SWITCHBOARD TYPE FIN-6. 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
53/10/09. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. SOVIET TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARD TYPE 
LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
57/12/10. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICAITONS, OCTOBER 1977. 
TONE TELEGRAPH TERMINAL, FT3-B. 
LISTED IN 
LISTED IN 
260. TB SIG F-400-EG. 54/01/18. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. EAST GERMAN UHF RADIO SET RVG 903-B. 
LISTED IN CHANGE 1 TO SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 1 JUNE 1954. 
261. TB SIG F-400-RU. 52/01/25. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
USSR FIELD RADIO, TYPE RBM-1. LISTED IN SR 
262. TB 381-1. 58/07/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. COMBAT EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN. 
HELD BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY, THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. A COMPENDIUM INTENDED TO "PROVIDE ESSENTIAL PHYSICAL 
AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF SIGNIFICANT SINO-SOVIET BLOC WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" AND KEPT CURRENT BY FREQUENT 
CHANGES. PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF THE TECHNICAL DIVISION, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, 
INTELLIGENCE. CLASSIFIED INFORMATION WAS PUBLISHED IN A CLASSIFIED SUPPLEMENT (TB 381-1A). THIS BULLETIN SUPPLANTED 
A SERIES OF DA PAMPHLETS ON "FOREIGN MILITARY WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT" (IN THE "30· SERIES) WHICH HAD BEEN USED TO 
DISSEMINATE TECHNIC INTELLIGENCE. THE BULLETIN WAS ITSELF SUPPLANTED, IN 1966, BY A NEW SERIES CALLED THE "FOREIGN 
MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT)". 
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263. TB 381-1A. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. COMBAT EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BULLETIN. MENTIONED 
IN TB 381 WHICH IT IS A CLASSIFIED SUPPLEMENT TO. 
264. TB 381-5- 1. 65/01/29. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 1, 
CONVENTIONAL ORDNANCE MATERIEL. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
265. TB 381-5-01. 76/04/27. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT). VOL. 1. 
INFANTRY WEAPONS. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
266. TB 381-5-02. 76/05/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 2, 
ARTILLERY AND FIRE CONTROL EQUI PMENT. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
267. TB 381-5-03. 76/06/08. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 3, 
ARMORED COMBAT VEHICLES. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
268. TB 381-5-04. 76/06/29. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 4, 
AMMUNITION. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
269. TB 381-5-05. 76/03/10. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 5, 
EXPLOSIVES. PYROTECHNICS, AND MOLITION MATERIALS. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
270. TB 381-5-06. 75/04/07. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 6, 
FUZES. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
271. TB 381-5-07A. 77/03/29. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 7A, 
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT, EURASIAN COMMUNIST COUNTRIES. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 
1977. 
272. TB 381-5-07B. 77/03/29. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 7B, 
CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, AND RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT, FREE WORLD. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
273. TB 381-5-08. 76/07/20. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 8, 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
274. TB 381-5-09. 76/08/10. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 9, 
RADAR. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
275. TB 381-5-10. 76/08/31. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 10, 
ELECTRONIC AND OPTICAL EQUIPMENT... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
276. TB 381-5-11. 75/08/26. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (fOMCAT), VOL. 11, 
AERIAL DELIVERY EQUIPMENT... LISTED IN OA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
277. TB 381-5-12. 76/09/21. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 12, GAP 
CROSSING EQUIPMENT... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
278. TB 381-5-13. 75/09/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 13, 
GENERAL ENGINEER EQUIPMENT... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
279. TB 381-5-14. 76/10/13. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 14, 
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
280. TB 381-5-15. 75/10/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 19, 
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POWER GENERATING EQUIPMENT ... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
281. TB 381-5-16. 76/11/02. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 16, 
ENGINES ... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
282. TB 381-5-17. 75/11/11. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 17, 
GENERAL EQUIPMENT ... LISTED IN OA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
283. TB 381-5-18. 77/03/08. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 18, 
CLOTHING AND INDIVIDUAL LIFE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
284. TB 381-5-19. 75/11/25. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 19, 
MATERIALS HANDLING ... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
285. TB 381-5-20. 76/11/23. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 20, 
MILITARY SUBSISTENCE ... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
286. TB 381-5-21. 75/12/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 21, POL 
HANDLING EQUPMENT ... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. "POL" IS SHORT FOR "PETROLEUM, OIL, AND LUBRICANTS." 
287. TB 381-5-22A. 75/02/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, EURASIAN COMMUNIST COUNTRIES ... 
FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22A, 
LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
288. TB 381-5-22B. 75/02/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22B, 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, FREE WORLD... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
289. TB 381-5-22C. 75/02/01. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 22C, 
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT, SPECIAL PURPOSE... LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
290. TB 381-5-23. 77/02/01. OEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 23, 
SECRET SUPPLEMENT. LISTEO IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
291. TB 381-5-24. 77/01/18. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. FOREIGN MATERIEL CATALOG (FOMCAT), VOL. 24, 
ARMY-TYPE AIRCRAFT ... FOREIGN. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. 
292. TB 381-6-. 1965-. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL BULLETIN. ARMY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
BULLETIN. LISTED IN OA PAM 310-4, OCTOBER 1977. A MONTHLY PUBLICATION WITH THE ISSUES NUMBERED SEQUENTIALLY FROM 
381-6-1. 
293. TF 30-1896. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TRAINING FILM. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE IN ACTION. CITED IN FM 11-30,1956. 
294. TM 5- 223A. 51/08/31. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. SOVIET MINE WARFARE EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX TO TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
295. TM 5- 223C. 52/03/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN MINE WARFARE EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN SR 
310-20-4, INDEX TO TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
296. TM 9-1985-1. 52/07/17. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUALS. BRITISH EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE. LISTED IN DA PAM 
310-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS, OCTOBER 1977. 
297. TM 9-1985-2. 53/03/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (BOMBS, FUZES, ROCKETS, 
LAND MINES, GRENADES AND IGNITERS). LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
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298. TM 9-1985-3. 53/03/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (PROJECTILES AND 
PROJECTILE FUZES). LISTED IN SR 310-20-4. INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS .... 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
299. TM 9-1985-4. 53/03/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (BOMBS, BOMB FUZED, 
LAND MINES, GRENADES, FIRING DEVICES. AND SABOTAGE DEVICES). LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL 
MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
300. TM 9-1985-5. 53/03/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. JAPANESE EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE (ARMY AMMUNITION, 
NAVY AMMUNITION). LISTED IN SR 310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS .... 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
301. TM 9-1985-6. 53/03/16. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. ITALIAN AND FRENCH EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE. LISTED 
IN SR 310-20-4. INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ... , 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
302. TM 9-1985-7. 54/11/12. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. USSR BOMBS AND FUZES. LISTED IN DA PAM 310-4, 
INDEX OF TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS. OCTOBER 1977. 
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303. TM 12- 253. 48/06/01. DEPARTMENT DF THE ARMY TECHNICAL MANUAL. CORRESPONDENCE. SUPERSEDED TM 12-253. 1947 MAY 1. 
304. TM 12- 256. 44/11/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. ORDERS. BULLETINS, CIRCULARS AND MEMORANDA. MODIFIED BY 
CHANGE 1 , 1945 MAY 23. 
305. TM 12- 258. 45/08/21. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. RECORDS ADMINISTRATION: FILING PROCEDURES. 
306. TM 30- 410. 42/09/30. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. HANDBOOK OF BRITISH ARMY. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND 
INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. 10 APRIL 1948. 
307. TM 30- 430. 45/11/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. HANDBOOK ON USSR MILITARY FORCES. LISTED IN FM 21-6. LIST 
AND INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS. 10 APRIL 1948. UPDATED BY CHAPTERS IV AND V. 15 MARCH 1946; 
CHAPTER II. 15 MAY 1946; AND CHAPTER XII, 15 OCTOBER 1946. 
308. TM-E 9- 206A. 43/04/13. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN 7.9-MM. DUAL PURPOSE MACHINE GUN, MG34. 
LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
309. TM-E 9- 228. 43/04/01. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. 2-CM, FLAKVIERLING 38 (GERMAN 20-MM ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN, 
FOUR-BARRELED MOUNT). LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
310. TM-E 9- 325A. 44/06/15. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN 105-MM HOWITZER MATERIEL. LISTED IN FM 21-6. 
LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
311. TM-E 9- 369A. 43/06/29. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN 88-MM ANTIAIRCRAFT GUN MATERIEL. 
21-6, LIST AND INDEX OF WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
LISTED IN FM 
312. TM-E 9- 803. 44/06/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN VOLKSWAGEN. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO 
WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
313. TM-E 9-1901. 45/05/14. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. IDENTIFICATION OF JAPANESE SHELLS AND SHELL FRAGMENTS; 
LOCATION OF ENEMY BATERIES. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY PUBLICATIONS, 10 APRIL 
1948. 
314. TM-E 11- 219. 45/04. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. DIRECTORY OF GERMAN RADAR EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN FM 21-6. 
LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
315. TM-E 11- 227. 44/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. GERMAN RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN FM 21-6, 
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LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
316. TM-E 11- 227A. 44/12. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. JAPANESE RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT. 
21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
317. TM-E 30- 420. 43/08/03. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. HANDBOOK ON ITALIAN MILITARY FORCES. 
310-20-4, INDEX OF TECHNICAL MANUALS ...• 8 FEBRUARY 1954. 
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LISTED IN FM 
LISTED IN SR 
318. TM-E 30- 451. 45/03/15. WAR OEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. HANDBOOK OF GERMAN MILITARY FORCES. REPRINTED BY: THE 
MILITARY PRESS, GAITHERSBURG. MD, IN 1970. CONTAINS MORE THAN 200 PAGES OF INFORMATION ON WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT, AND 
FORTIFICATIONS. ALSO DISCUSSES THE ORGANIZATION OF GERMAN FORCES. 
319. TM-E 30- 480. 44/10/01. WAR DEPARTMENT TECHNICAL MANUAL. HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES. REPRINTED BY: THE 
MILITARY PRESS, GAITHERSBURG. MD. IN 1970. CONTAINS MORE THAN 300 PAGES OF INFORMATION ON WEAPONS. EQUIPMENT, AND 
FORTIFICATIONS. ALSO DISCUSSES THE ORGANIZATION OF JAPANESE FORCES. SUPERSEDED TM 30-480. 1942 SEPTEMBER 21. 
320. TOE 3-500E. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. CHEMICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF 
TEAMS INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM GA. CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, 23 JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCE TO 
TEAM GA. 
321. TOE 5-500C. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. ENGINEER SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAM IG, TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION, AND TEAM IH, TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH. CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, 23 JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCES TO TEAMS IG AND IH. 
322. TOE 8-500C. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MEDICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED 
IN FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM QA. 
323. TOE 8-5000. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MEDICAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED 
IN CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, 23 JUNE 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF TEAMS INCLUDING A TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM QA. 
324. TOE 9-5000. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. ORDNANCE SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED IN 
FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. JANUARY 1965. SUPERSEDED TOE 9-510R. PROVIDES FOR 
VARIOUS TYPES OF DETACHMNTS INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE DETACHMENTS--DETACHMENT LB AND DETACHMENT LC. 
CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2, 23 JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCES TO DETACHMENTS LB AND LC. 
325. TOE 9-510R. 55/04/22. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. ORDNANCE SPECIALIZED SERVICE 
DETACHMENTS. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE, CARLISLE BARRACKS, PA. SUPERSEDED TOE 9-510, 2 APRIL 
1954, AND TOE 9-500T. 22 JUNE 1945. DESCRIBES VARIOUS TYPES OF DETACHMENTS INCLUDING TWO TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
DETACHMENTS--DETACHMENT BB AND DETACHMENT BC. 
326. TOE 10-5000. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. QUARTERMASTER SERVICE ORGANIZATION. 
DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT,TELLIGENCE TEAM, TEAM LA. CHANGE 1, 23 
JUNE 1965, DELETED REFERENCES TO TEAM LA. 
327. TOE 11-5000. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. SIGNAL SERVICE ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED IN 
FM 101-10-2, EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT, JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF TEAMS 
INCLUDING FOUR TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAM TA, TEAM TB. TEAM TC. AND TEAM TO. 
328. TOE 30- 34E. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPANY (DRAFT). 
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DESCRIBED IN CHANGE 1 TO FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. 23 JUNE 1965. SUCH A 
COMPANY IS A UNIT OF THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION OF A FIELD ARMY (TOE 30-25E). 
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329. TOE 30- 34H. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY. TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE. 15 JULY 1977. SUCH A COMPANY IS A UNIT OF 
THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE BATTALION OF A CORPS (TOE 30-25). 
330. TOE 30- 48H. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE COMPANY. TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE PRODUCTION. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE. 15 JULY 1977. SUCH A COMPANY 
IS A UNIT OF THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE GROUP OF A FIELD ARMY (TOE 30-40). 
331. TOE 30-6000. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION. 
DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF TEAMS INCLUDING A TECNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM. TEAM LA. 
332. TOE 30-600G AND TOE 30-600H. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
ORGANIZATION. DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF NON-DIVISIONAL TOE. 15 JULY 1977. DESCRIBES TEAMS INTENDED TO 
"PERFORM SPECIALIZED INTELIGENCE ACTIVITIES IN SUPPORT OF A THEATER OF OPERATIONS." PROVIDES FOR 16 TYPES OF 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS. TEAM LA IS A COORDINATION TEAM; LB THRU LD ARE TRANSPORTATION INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LE 
THRU LG ARE SIGNAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LH THRU LJ ARE ENGINEER INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LK AND LL ARE 
CHEMICAL. BIOLOGICAL. AND RADIOLOGICAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS; LM IS A QUARTERMASTER TEAM; LN AND LO ARE 
ORDNANCE TEAMS; AND LP IS A MEDICAL TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAM. THE TEAMS ARE INTENDED TO AUGMENT OTHER UNITS AS 
NEEDED. IN THE 1965 EDITION OF FM 101-10-2. THE SUBJECT ORIENTED TEAMS LIKE THOSE DESCRIBED lIN THE 1977 EDITION 
WERE LISTED UNDER THE "SERVICE ORGANIZATION" TOE'S FOR THE DIFFERENT TECHNICAL BRANCHES. 
333. TOE 55-500R. DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY TABLE OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. TRANSPORTATION SERVICE ORGANIZATION. 
DESCRIBED IN FM 101-10-2. EXTRACTS OF TABLES OF ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT. JANUARY 1965. PROVIDES FOR VARIOUS 
TYPES OF TEAMS INCLUDING THREE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE TEAMS--TEAMS HA. HB. AND HC. 
334. TRAINING CIRCULAR 81. SEC II. 42/11/06. WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR. PROCESSING OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR 
INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. " ... THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE IS OUTLINED ... WITH A VIEW TO THE MAXIMUM EXPLOITATION OF THE 
INTELLIGENCE THAT CAN BE DERIVED FROM CAPTURED MATERIAL." EARLY IN WORLD WAR II. TRAINING CIRCULARS WERE USED TO 
DISSEMINATE ARMY POLICY AND TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE TO PERSONS REVISING TRAINING MANUALS. MODIFIED BY BY TRAINING 
CIRCULAR 100. SEC III. 1942. 
335. TRAINING CIRCULAR 100. SEC III. 42/12/05. WAR DEPARTMENT TRAINING CIRCULAR. PROCESSING OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR 
INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. AMENDS WD TRAINING 
CIRCULAR 81. SEC II, 1943, TO PROVIDE FOR SECURING CAPTURED OR CRASHED ENEMY AIRCRAFT. 
336. Tl NO. 1. 1944 AUGUST 8. UNITED STATES ARMY SERVICES OF SUPPLY, SOUTHWEST PACIFIC AREA. OFFICE OF HEE A.C. OF S .• 
G-2, 5250TH TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE COMPOSITE COMPANY. SEPARATE, (PROVISIONAL). APO 501. TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS. REPRODUCED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. A MANUAL DESCRIBING THE 
MISSION, ORGANIZATION. AND ADMINISTRATION OF ARMY TECHNICAL INTELLIENCE IN THE SW PACIFIC AREA. 
337. USAREUR PAM 30-60-1. 66/06/30. PAMPHLET. UNITED STATES ARMY, EUROPE. APO NEW YORK 90403. IDENTIFICATION 
HANDBOOK, SOVIET AND SATELLITE ORDNANCE EQUIPMENT. SIXTH REVISED EDITION. PART TWO. THIS EDITION REPLACES THE 
FIFTH EDITION OF MARCH 1963. 
338. USAREUR PAM 30-60-8. 70/02/27. PAMPHLET. UNITED STATES ARMY, EUROPE, AND SEVENTH ARMY, APD NEW YORK 09403. 
IDENTIFICATION GUIDE. WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES (ENGINEER EQUIPMENT). FIFTH EDITION. PART TWO. SUPERSEDED USAREUR PAM 
30-60-8. PART TWO, 1965 AUGUST 31. 
339. WD CIR 13. 45/01/11. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO THE UNITED STATES FOR INTELLIGENCE 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY OS/21/85 24 
PURPOSES. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. SUPERSEDED WD CIRCULAR 104, 1944. 
340. WD CIR 38. SEC IV. 44/01/29. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. WEAPON. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY INSTITUTE. 
CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. SETS FORTH PRODEDURES FOR DESTROYING LETHAL WEAPONS. 
341. WD CIR 104. 44/03/13. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO UNITED STATES FOR INTELLIGENCE 
PURPOSES. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. RESCINDED WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 
1943 JULY 22. 
342. WD CIR 155. SEC IV. 45/05/28. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. WAR TROPHY. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE 
HISTORY. 
343. WD CIR 160. SEC II. 45/06/01. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. CAPTURED ENEMY MATERIEL. INCLUDED IN: ORDNANCE TECHNICAL 
INTELLIGENCE HISTORY. 
344. WD CIR 318, SEC I. 43/12/17. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. CAPTURED EQUIPMENT. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY 
INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. EXEMPTS ARMY AIR FORCE INSTALLATIONS FROM WD CIR 319. SEC II, 1943. 
345. WD CIR 319, SEC II. 43/12/08. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. CAPTURED EQUIPMENT. HELD BY: US ARMY MILITARY HISTORY 
INSTITUTE. CARLISLE BARRACKS. PA. PROVIDES FOR USE OF CAPTURED MATERIEL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES. 
346. WD CIR 319. SEC III. 43/12/08. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. CAPTURED MATERIEL. PRESCRIBES PROCEDURES FOR ACCOUNTING 
FOR CAPTURED MATERIAL. 
347. WD CIR 353. SEC III. 44. WAR DEPARTMENT CIRCULAR. WAR TROPHY. CITED IN WD CIR 155. SEC IV. 1945. 
348. WD MEMORANDUM W507-1-43. 43/04/07. WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL :0 THE UNITED STATES. 
349. 
MENTIONED IN WD MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 22 JULY 1943. 
WD MEMORANDUM W570-2-43. 43/07/22. 
FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES. HELD 
W570-2-43. 7 APRIL 1943. OUTLINES 
THE UNITED STATES." ALSO CONTAINS 
SERVICE. 
WAR DEPARTMENT MEMORANDUM. SHIPMENT OF CAPTURED MATERIEL TO THE UNITED STATES 
BY: THE PENTAGON LIBRARY. THE PENTAGON, WASHINGTON, DC. SUPERSEDED MEMORANDUM 
PROCEDURES FOR GETTING "CAPTURED MATERIEL IN THE HANDS OF TECHNICAL EXPERTS IN 
LISTS OF THE TYPES AND QUANTITIES OF MATERIEL OF INTEREST TO EACH TECHNICAL 
350. WD PAM 3- 1. 44/06/15. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. COMPARISON OF US AND BRITISH CHEMICAL WARFARE OFFENSIVE 
EQUIPMENT. LISTED IN WD PAM 12-6, LIST AND INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE AND SUPPLY PUBLICATIONS, 1 JANUARY 1945. 
351. WD PAM 8- 1. 43/04/02. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR CENTRAL AND SOUTH AFRICA AND THE WEST 
COAST OF AFRICA. LISTED IN FM 21-6. LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
352. WD PAM 8- 2. 43/04/02. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN 
AREA. LISTED IN FM 21-6, LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS, 16 JUNE 1945. 
353. WD PAM 8- 3. 43/04/20. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR AFRICAN AND ASIATIC COUNTRIES ALONG THE 
SOUTHERN AND EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN SEA, RED SEA. AND PERSIAN GULF. LISTED IN FM 21-6. LIST AND INDEX TO WAR 
DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
354. WD PAM 8- 4. 43/04/21. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. HEALTH PRECAUTIONS FOR FAR EAST (SOUTHERN ASIA. EASTERN ASIA, AND 
NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES). LISTED IN FM 21-6. LIST AND INDEX TO WAR DEPARTMENT PUBLICATIONS. 16 JUNE 1945. 
355. WD PAM 8- 6. 44/06/13. WAR DEPARTMENT PAMPHLET. GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF CERTAIN DISEASES. HELD BY: 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS. GA. A COLLECTION OF WORLD MAPS PREPARED BY THE MEDICAL 
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE BIBLIOGRAPHY 
INTELLIGENCE BRANCH OF TTHE OFFICE OF THE SURGEON GENERAL. SUPERSDED WD PAM 8-6, 25 OCTOBER 1943 . 
. 
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